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What is cosmopolitanism?
!e question seems 

a pertinent one. We attend a 
university committed to the 
somewhat dubious mission of 
churning out global citizens, 
where the term cosmopolitan 
is thrown about all the time. 
A"er all, “cosmopolitan” lit-
erally translates to “citizen of 
the world.” Yet too o"en, this 
conception of a global citizenry 
can give way to a eurocentric 
form of universalism. As it 
propagates singularity, it e#aces 
di#erence. !ese di#erences are 
real and these di#erences are 
important. To acknowledge this 
is to provide a starting point for 

a repurposing of the term.
With this in mind, we hope 

to explore in this volume the 
partialities, the fragmentations, 
and the $ssures that charac-
terize the spaces we inhabit, 
both corporeal and literary. !e 
term cosmopolitanism $t our 
vision for CJLC: a bridge be-
tween academic discourse and 
real life. We wanted to examine 
the material mediums people 
use to situate themselves. Rosa 
Inocencio Smith’s piece looks at 
the duplicitous world of social 
media, while our conversation 
with Jack Turner shows how 
something as quotidien as food 
can prove instrumental in how 
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we de$ne ourselves and others.
Yet getting out of the ivory 

tower proved trickier than we 
$rst presumed. !e scholarship 
of Bruce Robbins (interviewed 
on page 81) proved illumi-
nating, positing a distinction 
between the “old” and “new” 
forms of cosmopolitanism. A 
new cosmopolitanism could 
acknowledge the myriad in-
%uences - complementary and 
con%icting - that inform our 
multiple identities.

As invigorating as these 
ideas are, we were le" with the 
concern that these nice distinc-
tions might not translate to the 
real world. We recognized this 
ambivalence in an article by 
Nicholas Dames about the im-
pact of theory on a generation 
of undergraduates, a subject we 
asked him about in our inter-
view. His portrait of a relation-
ship with theory somewhere 
between infatuation and resent-
ment seemed all too familiar. 
But Dames also gave us hope for 
academic writing, with his nos-
talgia for an era when disputes 
within the academy had real 
implications. 

Cosmopolitanism has the 
capacity to cultivate a kind of 
pluralism that goes beyond tol-
erating di#erence. Writing is an 

important part of this project. 
As the work of Meena Alexan-
der (interviewed on page 111), 
and Elias Kleinblock’s essay 
about Anna Akhmatova demon-
strate, poetry is an essential 
repository of memory in times 
of trauma. Literature is a place 
to celebrate and preserve dif-
ference; to record and embrace 
those $ssures in our collective 
identities even as it asserts the 
voice of the individual. 

!e form of this issue, we 
hope, is a little cosmopolitan 
itself, with a sprinkling of dif-
ferent styles, idioms, and genres 
across time and space: from Os-
car Wilde to Zadie Smith; from 
contemporary north London to 
“frontier” Pakistan. We hope it 
proves a fruitful read.

Before signing o#, we have 
to mention our immense debt 
and gratitude to our faculty 
advisor Nicholas Dames. He has 
been both a help and an inspi-
ration.

Hallie Swanson & Ian Trueger
Editors in Chief
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In the opening chapters of !e 
Double, Dostoevsky’s 1846 

novella of social anxiety, Yakov 
Petrovich Golyadkin crashes his 
boss’s party. Walking nervously 
“through two rows of inquisi-
tive and wondering spectators”,1 
“our hero” $nds that

Yes! every one in the room, 
all had their eyes $xed 
upon him, and were lis-
tening in a sort of solemn 
expectation. !e men had 
crowded a little nearer and 
were all attention. A little 
further away the ladies 
were whispering together. 
!e master of the house 
made his appearance at no 
great distance from Mr. 

Golyadkin, and though it 
was impossible to detect 
from his expression that he, 
too, was taking a close and 
direct interest in Golyadkin 
… it all made our hero feel 
that the decisive moment 
had come for him.2

He’s wrong, of course. !e other 
guests are involved in their 
own conversations, connected 
with Golyadkin only by prox-
imity—the spotlight on him 
is completely imaginary. His 
anxiety beneath it, though, is 
real. Golyadkin’s voice trembles; 
tears form in his eyes. Speaking 
boldly and grandly and a little 
too loud, he delivers his best 
attempt at an eloquent speech 
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to the butler who has come to 
discreetly remove him—and is 
crushed when no one in his sup-
posed audience reacts. Golyad-
kin is a paranoid narcissist, 
believing fearfully and hopefully 
that he is being watched, and 
staking the whole of his self-
worth on the prospect.
Today, to Internet users, such 
feelings are all too familiar. 
Much discussion and criticism 
has already been devoted to the 
elevation of personal trivialities 
by the likes of Twitter, Insta-
gram, and other self-published 
and self-promoting media; 
certainly, the immense variety 
of resources available—and 
used—for documenting daily 
life suggests for every social me-
dia user an epic as narcissistic as 
that of which Golyadkin is the 
“hero.” But the element of para-
noia is just as important as that 
of conceit. We are warned that 
everything we put online could 
destroy our careers and relation-
ships; that Google and Amazon 
read our emails, and so does the 
NSA. And in a social context, 
we are constantly visible—at 
least potentially so—to an entire 
network of friends and ac-
quaintances, which gives every 
o&and comment the potential 
weight and reach of a manifesto. 

It’s as if we are standing in the 
center of a roomful of people, 
but we don’t know where they’re 
looking, and we can’t help but 
feel, both excitedly and uneasily, 
that they may well be looking 
at us. Paranoid narcissism—
the mixed desires and fears of 
being watched by unknown 
others— de$nes virtual society, 
giving rise to numerous related 
anxieties such as the sense of 
exposed insigni$cance and the 
fear of missing out. And with its 
self-consciously self-involved 
hero, who happens to su#er 
from all of these woes, !e 
Double describes—and aptly 
explains—the experiential anxi-
eties of modern social media.

***

Set over a three-day period in 
nineteenth-century St. Peters-
burg among a fairly unremark-
able group of civil servants, !e 
Double deals with a man who 
meets a man who looks exactly 
like him, and the trivial, tragic 
humiliations that result. With 
no grander goal than that of 
being popular among his co-
workers, the protagonist—tit-
ular councilor Yakov Petrovich 
Golyadkin—$ts remarkably well 
within the digital landscape. He 
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may not tweet the dire struggles 
of his morning commute, but he 
delights in the idea of playing 
the hero; indeed, the narrator’s 
habit of referring to him as “our 
hero” pokes fun at the medioc-
rity of his life even as it exagger-
ates the drama of his feelings. 
!ough unburdened by the 
threat of indiscreet, unguarded 
uploads, he feels the weight of 
surveillance: any pleasure he 
might take in his own perfor-
mance turns quickly to anxiety 
as he searches among passersby 
for people who may know him, 
“at once assuming a decorous 
and sedate air when he thought 
any one was looking at him”.3 
For Golyadkin, as for any com-
poser of funny tweets and pithy 
statuses, there is e#ort involved 
in maintaining an image for the 
world—and online, under the 
scrutiny of a hugely expanded 
community, these e#orts be-
come even more exhausting.

Still, with the social world 
$ltered through screens and 
$ber optics, it can be comfort-
ing to fantasize that friends are 
keeping tabs on us. !at is, until 
that particularly good photo or 
well-cra"ed tweet or link shared 
to catch the interest of a certain 
interesting person just doesn’t 
get noticed—not a like, not a 

comment, not the tiniest tick 
upwards in our Klout Scores. 
All of our unanswered, para-
noid wonderings—Do they see 
me? Are they watching? What 
must they think of me now?—
conspire to expose you in your 
shameful unimportance, driving 
home $rst the realization that 
no one is watching and none of 
them care, and then the em-
barrassment of having assumed 
that they were and they did. 

Nothing pains Golyadkin 
more, at the “decisive moment” 
when he speaks and expects 
his audience to embrace him, 
than the fact that the party goes 
on—that “suddenly the ruthless 
orchestra, apropos of nothing, 
struck up a polka. All was lost, 
all was scattered to the winds”.4 
With a sense of self thus %uc-
tuating between extremes of 
vanity and humility—from the 
certainty that everyone must 
know of your opinion, to the 
certainty that sharing it was 
presumptuous and foolish—the 
social media user’s experience 
of the Internet is one of being at 
once utterly visible and utterly 
insigni$cant. Golyadkin’s name, 
which translates roughly to “lit-
tle naked one,” applies equally 
well to us.

Meanwhile, as our feverish 
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scrolling con$rms, everyone 
else seems to be doing perfectly 
well. Our paranoia over being 
watched or not is compounded 
by the paranoia fed by our own 
watching, the fear that we are 
always missing out. Dostoevsky 
invokes FOMO in the $rst third 
of !e Double, which centers 
on a party to which Golyadkin 
is not invited. As he hides in 
the hall and attempts to sneak 
up a back staircase, the other 
guests’ enjoyment is elaborate-
ly described in a passage that 
in%ates the status of the event 
and its participants while mak-
ing it clear that Golyadkin and 
the reader are excluded from 
knowing its intimate details. 
“I could not do justice to the 
solemn moment … I could not, 
I positively could not, describe 
the enthusiasm that followed,” 
declares the narrator, amid a 
breathless account of sparkling 
wine, beaming guests, blushing 
beauties. “Oh, why do I not pos-
sess the secret of lo"y, powerful 
language, of the sublime style, to 
describe these grand and edify-
ing moments of human life … 
!”.5 

!e grand and edify-
ing moment in question, of 
course, is nothing more than 
a bureaucrat’s toast at a dinner 

party—which the narrator can 
and does describe in rapturous 
play-by-play. Yet there is always 
one more thing the narrator 
cannot put into words. !e 
things that are described only 
stress the things still unknown, 
and the things le" unknown 
only heighten the grandeur and 
mystery. It’s the kind of wistful 
jealousy brought on by minute 
observation, familiar to those of 
us who %ip through our friends’ 
vacation photos, read the live-
blogged accounts of events we 
can’t attend, and Facebook-stalk 
our crushes and our exes. We 
know so much about what 
happened that it’s as if we had 
been there—yet the fact that we 
were not is inescapable, and so 
is the knowledge that we can’t 
know what we missed. Why, 
we wonder, do we too not have 
such busy social calendars, such 
quantities of friends and such 
opportune lighting? Why are 
our mundane adventures not 
so wittily encapsulated? !e 
question of Dostoevsky’s narra-
tor comes to mind: “Oh, why do 
I not possess the secret?” 

***

To live so nakedly in the spot-
light of your own skewed per-
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ceptions gives rise to a painful, 
pervasive embarrassment. You 
despise yourself for your public 
excesses and failures—oh, why 
did I post such an embarrassing, 
personal status?—and for your 
lack of compensating public 
success—oh, why did no one 
like that embarrassing status of 
mine? You wish to erase your 
tracks, but feel strangely non-
existent when undocumented; 
your mistakes remain glaringly 
public, but your good qualities 
refuse to go viral. Some kind of 
escape becomes necessary, and 
yet there is nowhere to go. You 
might as well be the eternally 
embarrassed Golyadkin, who, 
following his humiliation at 
the party, “looked as though he 
wanted to hide from himself, as 
though he were trying to run 
away from himself! … to be 
obliterated, to cease to be, to 
return to dust”.6

Enter the double: the cu-
rated pro$le, the version of you 
that bears all your identifying 
information—name, clothes, 
job, appearance, place of birth—
but whose social grace is impec-
cable, whose interests are noble 
and fascinating, whose biogra-
phy is impressive yet humbly 
presented, whose comments are 
edited for maximum wit. Bound 

link by link to your real-world 
self with the ponderous chain 
of your Google results, trapped 
by your search and browser 
history in a fully customized 
cage, you cannot escape or erase 
your identity but must $nd a 
way to improve it. !e avatars of 
social media—Facebook pro-
$les, Twitter handles, and the 
like—embrace that burdensome 
mass of personal data and build 
on it, creating a version of self 
that is, if not quite an alter ego, 
at least an elaborately in%ated 
one. Golyadkin’s double, who 
appears out of the shadows as he 
tries to outrun his embarrass-
ment, is appears physically and 
biographically indistinguish-
able from Golyadkin, but more 
con$dent, more charming, and 
above all, more popular. !ink 
of it as a de"ly cropped, Photo-
shopped re%ection: the image of 
yourself you always wanted to 
see. You have the same face, but 
every angle gets your good side.

Such a digital double ought 
to soothe your social anxieties, 
encouraging you to think about 
your most admirable qualities 
and take pride in displaying 
them. For Golyadkin, the dou-
ble works this way for a single 
night. Flatteringly humble and 
solicitously sycophantic, he 
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treats Golyadkin as his social 
patron, and he lends an untiring 
ear to Golyadkin’s anecdotal 
knowledge of Petersburg, Islam, 
and everything in between—a 
meandering, insubstantial con-
versation that recalls a series of 
clicks through Buzzfeed hyper-
links or, better yet, a scroll down 
a Facebook or Tumblr newsfeed. 
!e double, in short, poses no 
social challenge to Golyadkin. 
His role is simply to receive 
and support—to empower his 
original and, like a real live Live-
Journal, absorb the narcissistic 
excesses that other people might 
discourage if they were physi-
cally present and talking back. 

He provides an outlet without 
giving a response; he doesn’t 
criticize; he doesn’t ignore.

But just as Golyadkin is 
haunted by the notion that “a 
good man tries to live honestly 
… and never has a double”,7 you 
can’t help but feel the smallest 
pang of guilty jealousy each 
time your digital double makes 
a friend. You are uncomfortably 
conscious of the fact that your 
created, curated self is not really 
you—you’ve played up a few 
things, kept a few others hidden, 
put on a mask for your digital 
friends. And what would they 
think of you if they found out 
about—well, you? !e anxieties 
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of digital life return when the 
double, through its interactions 
with the friends you hoped to 
gain, is conceived as yet another 
separate, hostile social being. 
You can fear missing out on 
your own double’s activities, if 
the double is more popular than 
your real-life self. 

And so Golyadkin’s double, 
far from soothing his paranoia, 
exacerbates it. For one thing, he 
seems determined to embarrass 
Golyadkin in public; his prac-
tical jokes of mistaken identity 
range from taking credit for 
Golyadkin’s work to forcing 
him to pay (and take glutton-
ous credit) for eleven pies eaten 
by the double at a restaurant. 
Online, this is the problem of 
indiscriminating likes, unfortu-
nate photo tags, ill-advised emo-
tional status updates—things 
that make you look vindictive, 
or obsessive, or sloppy, when 
really it was only a bad camera 
angle, or a poorly punctuated bit 
of sarcasm, or an unfortunate 
YouTube wormhole at three in 
the morning. But the pro$le, the 
double, purports to represent 
you, and how can you prove that 
it’s lying? On the other hand, 
the double seems to leave you 
out of its more enjoyable adven-
tures. In Dostoevsky’s novel, the 

ability of the socially con$dent 
double to ingratiate himself with 
his coworkers is both enviable 
and mystifying to Golyadkin, 
who expresses textbook FOMO 
in his desire “to know, too, what 
he keeps whispering to every 
one—what plots he is hatching 
with all these people, and what 
secrets they are talking about? 
… If only I could…get on with 
them a little too…”8

All in all, the double’s be-
trayals add up once again to a 
painful exposure of Golyadkin’s 
insigni$cance: his behavior, no 
matter how public, no matter 
how embarrassing, or no matter 
how admirable, seems never to 
make people care about Golyad-
kin himself. !e double is sup-
posed to help Golyadkin make 
friends and impress his boss; 
instead, he makes Golyadkin 
look more awkward and incom-
petent. !e double is supposed 
to put Golyadkin in the spot-
light; instead, he steals the spot-
light for himself. You’d think 
that with something like $ve 
hundred “friends” you would be 
busy all the time with things to 
do; instead, you’re sitting star-
ing at a screen on Friday night, 
repeatedly refreshing the page 
where your digital double smiles 
out at you, perfectly happy and 
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in$nitely distant.
And yet, you still keep 

hoping. In spite of all the ways 
in which the double acts against 
him, Golyadkin persists in 
thinking that he and his double 
will one day be a team, that 

“there might even, per-
haps—who could tell—
spring up a new, close, 
warm friendship … so that 
this friendship might, in the 
end, completely eclipse the 
unpleasantness of the rath-
er unseemly resemblance of 
the two individuals”.9 

!at is, the double would ideally 
become such a valuable source 
of social and emotional support 
that nothing else it does will 
matter. Gain enough friends 
with your digital double, and 
you might as well be just as 
cool as you say you are. Get rid 
of your digital double, though, 
and you could lose all chance of 
connecting with those friends. 
!us, even in Golyadkin’s most 
deliberate confrontation with 
the double, the letter he writes 
to scold him and demand an ex-
planation with his behavior, he 
is so anxious to preserve a cor-
dial relationship that he feels the 
need “to so"en him, %atter him, 

and butter him up at the end”10 
so that the double “will not take 
my letter in a sense derogatory 
to yourself ”.11 Resentment for 
the pain the double causes is 
mixed not only with intense ad-
miration, but also with the fear 
of losing his friendship forever.
Perhaps the best demonstration 
of the double’s isolating ten-
dencies appears in the dream 
Golyadkin has a"er sending the 
letter to his double. Here, the 
more he tries to escape the dou-
ble, the more doubles appear 
to pursue him, “so that at last a 
terrible multitude of duplicates 
had sprung into being; so that 
the whole town was obstructed 
at last by duplicate Golyadkins, 
and the police o'cer … was 
obliged to seize all these dupli-
cates by the collar and to put 
them into the watch-house”.12 
!e watch-house full of selves 
is a $tting metaphor for the im-
prisoning constant watchfulness 
of paranoid narcissism, and the 
image of obstruction is telling 
in light of the hopes for social 
connection that the double 
has a chance to ful$ll. Like the 
duplicates $lling the town and 
blocking Golyadkin everywhere 
he goes, social media becomes 
not a means to experience, but 
a rather inhibiting $lter to it. 
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Paranoid narcissism haunts our 
online interactions and feeds 
our social anxieties, and when 
we try to $x the problem with 
a new and better pro$le pic-
ture, a more popular messaging 
system, yet another account for 
more access to friends and a 
wider broadcast of wit, it only 
makes things worse. Our digital 
selves multiply and surround us, 
to stand in the way of the very 
relationships they are designed 
to create.

***

Dostoevsky, writing in 1846, 
was of course not thinking of 

the Internet. Yet he saw people 
lonely and paranoid and vain, 
isolated and beset by their imag-
inary selves, and he wondered, 
perhaps, about human beings’ 
chances for connection. At the 
time, societies across Europe 
were becoming increasingly 
urbanized, and the crowded, 
anonymous life of the city—a 
social world structured by 
passing impressions and sharp 
divisions between public and 
private lives—increased each 
person’s encounters with others 
exponentially, just as the Inter-
net has done today. And just as 
it has today, this sudden expan-
sion of social worlds must have 
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brought into sharp relief.the 
fears always attached to living 
under the eyes of others. Say 
that each encounter with anoth-
er person conjures a double, an 
impression of you inside some-
one else’s mind. It is a version of 
you that is separate from you, a 
self that you cannot quite know. 
Paranoia comes from recogniz-
ing the existence of that double 
self, and narcissism comes from 
dwelling on what it could be.   
Communication, meanwhile, 
works to control it, shaping 
the impression that those you 
encounter receive—so that each 
of us now, through the digital 
doubles we build, may speak to 
strangers across the world in an 
e#ort to tell them who we are.

Yet the problem expands 
with the reach of the message: 
!e double you create engen-
ders doubles of its own and, 
as your much-more-powerful 
surrogate, grows ever more dis-
tant from you. !e more a letter, 
a recording, a YouTube video 
endures and is valued for its 
content, the more it takes on a 
life of its own apart from its au-
thor; the more messages can be 
transmitted over great distances 
and to many people, the more 
possible it is for people to live 
apart; and thus, our capacity for 

connection increases in tandem 
with our capacity for loneliness. 
!ere is a painful catch-22 in 
our e#orts to communicate: It is 
when we are most successful in 
transferring ourselves to pixels 
or paper that our whole and 
human identities start to seem 
most obsolete.

!ere is an impulse, then, to 
remain isolate—to “keep myself 
to myself ”13, as Golyadkin o"en 
announces his intention to do. 
But try as we might to avoid 
face-to-face interactions, send 
phone calls to voicemail, and 
put o# writing emails, the digital 
double calls us back in the end. 
We can’t help but scroll through 
and wonder what others are 
doing, can’t help but do some-
thing to show them we’re here, 
and this irresistible impulse, 
perhaps, is not evidence of our 
addiction but of some deeply 
human kind of courage we can’t 
quite give up. We keep trying 
to connect and keep inventing 
ever more elaborate tools to do 
it because for each of us, mixed 
in with all the doubled impres-
sions, is a self that we know is 
worth knowing and a hope, 
however slight, that we can be 
understood.

Even Golyadkin knows 
something about this. Close to 
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the end of !e Double, driven 
to exhaustion and near insanity 
a"er chasing his double through 
the city, he plans at last to beg 
for the protection of the privy 
counselor, Olsufy Ivanovitch, 
whose approval he has been 
craving since he tried to crash 
his party in the $rst chapters 
of the novel. True, there isn’t 
a great deal Olsufy Ivanovitch 
can do, but all Golyadkin really 
wants is to explain himself, and 
to have someone listen: “I am 
really myself by myself, your 
Excellency, really myself by my-
self,” he plans to say. “I cannot 
be like him”.14 Such a supplica-
tion is intimidating, humiliat-
ing; Golyadkin can hardly hope 
to impress anyone with his wit, 
good breeding, and con$dence 
when he pleads abjectly for pro-
tection and openly admits that 
he does not have these quali-
ties. In this case, it doesn’t even 
work: Golyadkin can hardly 
get the words out, and Olsufy 
Ivanovitch, busy with visitors, 
has no time to listen and turns 
away. And yet, Golyadkin tells 
himself, his e#ort is a worthy 
one—“!ere’s something chival-
rous about it”.15

Which is true. In the at-
tempt to make this real and 
human connection, to reach 

out in spite of his anxieties and 
self-loathing, Golyadkin risks a 
great deal—and so do all of us 
who put our imperfect selves on 
display. We’ve been trying to be 
ourselves by ourselves, trying to 
make those selves knowable to 
others, since long before Dosto-
evsky sent his hero running in 
shame through the streets of St. 
Petersburg—and still, a"er cen-
turies of failure, we keep trying. 
It’s ridiculous, painful, embar-
rassing, scary. Still, as Golyadkin 
says, there’s something chival-
rous about it. ☐

Rosa Inocencio Smith is a junior 
at Columbia University double 
majoring in English and Creative 
Writing.
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How do you see cosmopolitan-
ism and cuisine intersecting?
 
I would start by questioning the 
question. Perhaps another way 
of stating the premise behind 
that is the sense that cuisine 
is tightly bound up in people’s 
identity, and vice versa. People’s 
cuisine expresses that, and they 
become extremely sensitive as 
soon as you start $ddling with 
it. If you say you doubt the seri-
ousness of that and start talking 
about pastrami in New York and 
say you can get a better pastrami 
sandwich in San Francisco, peo-
ple will get extremely pissed.
Clearly food is a profound icon. 

It’s interesting--this seems to be a 
universal characteristic, that dif-
ferent groups will always de$ne 
themselves, as well as the Other, 
in terms of what they eat. !is is 
not a trivial point. It also seems 
to be universal that people insult 
and denigrate other cultures in 
terms of what they eat. !e clas-
sic example is that the English 
call the French ‘the frogs’, which 
is supposedly an insult. Rosbif, 
which the French a#ectionately 
call the English, seems the  ex-
ception that proves the rule. 

!at’s interesting. In many en-
counters, colonial or otherwise, 
opposing sides o"en accuse one 
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another of cannibalism. It segues 
from denigration to slander...

!at’s a very common thing. 
!e Li Chi, the Chinese book of 
ritual from the Han period, for 
example, is interesting: China at 
this point has %uid boundaries, 
but the sense is that China ends 
where people stop eating well. 
You know-outside this region, 
people don’t wear proper clothes, 
they don’t cook properly, they 
eat raw food. !is seems to be a 
universal thing, a constant thing, 
that people talk about their 
primitive, barbarian neighbours 
as people who eat raw food. !ey 
don’t cook--they are considered 
prehuman.

So how one eats is considered a 
marker of civility.

Absolutely. One of the interest-
ing questions I tackled in my last 
book was that--I have just gone 
around saying that these are uni-
versal ideas, but it seems to me 
that certainly in the nineteenth 
century, in the European impe-
rialist countries, you get a much 
more developed sense of how 
our food is, in a sense, what we 
are. And you see this particularly 
in the context of European colo-
nialism in East Asia and South 

Asia: this constant distinction 
between what an Englishman 
eats in India, and what a native 
eats in India. And related to that 
is how these spices were at $rst 
seen as attractive and alluring 
during the Renaissance, and 
then suddenly they cease to be 
attractive. !ey are seen as be-
ing alien. !ere is no doubt that 
there is a sort of sanitizing of the 
food, where it is seen as being...

Overly sensuous - romantic?

Absolutely, and the classic ex-
ample of that in Romanticism is 
Keats. He’s always talking about 
the spicy Orient. But the point is 
that the spices,and the foods that 
contained them, become alien, 
foreign. And that is certainly not 
how it was a couple of hundred 
years earlier. King Henry VIII 
loved his spices--they were the 
ultimate luxury good, as good as 
it gets. So that change seems to 
emerge in the 18th century.
 Also, before the nine-
teenth century, you get this no-
tion of elite cuisines. Wealthy 
people eat re$ned cuisines. Elite 
cuisine had more in common 
than  did cuisines across cul-
tures. !e similarities are per-
haps more pronounced than the 
di#erences: it’s complicated, it’s 
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full of spices, its got expensive 
ingredients, it’s full of meat, but 
it doesn’t have any distinctively 
national quality.
 By the nineteenth cen-
tury, you get the notion of a na-
tional cuisine emerging, where 
French cuisine is expressive of 
French ingredients. Every coun-
try gets this idea of its national 
cuisine. In a sense this begins 
with the English. !e roast beef 
of old England. In the context of 
the more or less unending wars 
with France in the eighteenth 
century, they say, you know,-we 
eat roast beef, we eat plain sim-
ple food from England, while the 
French make this $ddly complex 
stu# with ragoûts and whatnot. 
And the ultimate expression of 
that is with Robbie Burns, in 
his “Ode to a Haggis,” where he 
spends half the poem insulting 
Spanish olio and French ragoût 
and all this nonsense.

So you think this idea of a na-
tional cuisine, where food be-
comes a kind of cultural marker, 
begins in England then?

I think it’s most developed there. 
!e classic text is Hogarth--the 
classic image, “!e Roast Beef 
of Old England.” When Hogarth 
was kicked out of Calais [what 

was formerly an English do-
main], he produces a series of im-
ages that are mass-circulated, in 
the tens of thousands--cartoons, 
if you like. And the image is of 
huge side of British Roast Beef 
being transported into an En-
glish Inn, where scrawny French 
Jacobins, these revolutionaries, 
who are, you know, emaciated, 
they are mean little peasants who 
eat rubbish, look on in jealousy. 
Now, that’s broadly the period, 
the eighteenth century through 
the nineteenth, when these no-
tions sharpen. And again, this 
makes perfect sense--the age of 
nationalism.

What I was thinking in relation 
to these ideas of authenticity 
was - especially in a place like 
France, where cuisine is seen 
as such a de#nitive marker of 
identity - has this changed since 
large-scale immigration began 
in the last #"y years? Or is the 
national cuisine, in a sense, ex-
clusionary?

It may have adopted some in-
%uences from North Africa, but 
not really. It is exclusionary. I 
think there is a telling contrast 
between, say, British cuisine and 
French cuisine. Brit cuisine is 
very clearly in%uenced by Indi-
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If the local food culture is crap, the 
better chance you have that 

something decent might survive.

an cooking. You can get a curry 
and it’s not considered notewor-
thy. It’s unremarkable to go out 
for a curry. It’s not trying some-
thing ethnic, it’s actually totally 
normal, and the statistic that is 
always bandied around is that 
the most popular meal is chick-
en tikka massala. !ere is no 
comparison in France. People 
like their couscous, but there is 
no way that migrant in%uences 
have extended into the national 
cuisine to the same extent.Why 
is that? I mean that’s probably 
unanswerable, but probably be-

cause they had a more distinctive 
national cuisine to start with.

So you think French cuisine, like 
French culture, is less permeable 
to outside in$uences...

I think that’s true. People talk 
about the di#erence in multi-
cultural models between Amer-
ica and Britain on the one hand, 
loosely grouped together, and 
continental Europe. !e distinc-
tion is there, that the French have 
a much harder time absorbing 

these migrants precisely because 
they have a more…

Distinctive idea of what consti-
tutes Frenchness?

!is gives me %ashbacks of a con-
versation I had in New York ten 
years ago. We were talking about 
migrant cuisine. I was compar-
ing France and America and say-
ing America does not really have 
a cuisine. It doesn’t. It’s a migrant 
country, it has lots of di#erent 
things, but it doesn’t have a cui-
sine. And what do I mean by a 

cuisine? France has several cui-
sines but it has a set of rules, and 
a set of traditions which have 
canonical texts, ways of doing 
things. If you go to a French 
restaurant, you know that there 
are a set of structures, literally in 
the way it is organized. !ere’s 
no analogy in America. What I 
was struck by was that I didn’t 
mean that in a remotely criti-
cal, derogatory way, and people 
thought I was insulting Amer-
ican cuisine. And I was saying 
there is no single cuisine here, or 
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even a canonized set of ingredi-
ents, or books or cooks. It doesn’t 
exist. Everything is up for grabs 
and you can do what you want. 
If you want to do a !ai-Mexi-
can restaurant, that’ll be $ne and 
if you do it well enough, people 
will go. If you look at the modern 
migrant experience, you’ll $nd 
food that is diverse, assimilative, 
and full of di#erent in%uences. 
Compare that with France - as I 
know to my cost, if I want to go 
for a !ai meal out here, I don’t 
eat out, I make it myself. Because 
it would be disgusting- shock-
ingly bad. Again, if you go back 
to the very basics, “Tell me what 
you eat and I’ll tell you what you 
are”. 

Is the rest of continental Europe 
the same?

Germany is an exception. !is 
is an unscienti$c and unkind 
thing to say, but I think broadly 
if the local food culture is crap, 
the better chance you have that 
something decent might sur-
vive.  !at’s what happened in 
England - you can get fabulous 
!ai, or Indonesian, or what-
ever you want. !at’s because 
there’s not much competition. I 
don’t think I have ever been to 
a restaurant that describes itself 

as English. !ere’s no place that 
sells English cuisine, or British 
food. I think Jamie Oliver tried, 
and they’ve just gone bust.

So with this idea of authenticity 
in mind, how do you feel about 
fusion cooking? Obviously these 
notions of authenticity are con-
structed to an extent, where what 
we perceive as authentic is o"en 
the product of quite recent inno-
vation. Do you think the idea of 
authentic cooking is bullshit?

!e existence of the question 
is what’s interesting. A lot of 
people will say a priori that fu-
sion cooking is bullshit. I grew 
up in Australia, and when I le" 
this was so hot. When I was at 
Uni, there was this great revo-
lution in food, a bit like what 
happened in America around 
the same time. !ere was this 
in%uence of migrant food and a 
belated awareness of this WASP 
majority that there was some 
amazing stu# here, and so they 
started making fusion food that 
was fabulous. And sort of hot on 
the heels of this, you get people 
saying fusion food is BS. What 
is interesting is why they would 
necessarily feel that way. Because 
all cuisine started o# as fusion. 
And I’m always impressed - the 
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two cultures that seem the most 
entrenched in these reactions are 
the Italian and the Iranians. !e 
French come in third. If you go 
to Italy and try doing something 
that’s a little di#erent, someone 
will, probably in a friendly way, 
question it. !ey’ll say we have 
these formulas that we do - there 
are ways of doing things - pro-
cedures. 

!is is not scienti$c, but I’ve 
heard this from a dozen Iranian 
friends, that like in Italy, food 
is properly matriarchal. !e 
women do it, the older women 
make the stu#, and they make 
it a particular way, so it’s made 
by the matriarch of the family, 
and she’s always made it this 
way because her mum made it 
this way. !ey get very upset 
about the baked rice dishes. 
Tah chin and Polo. You have to 
go through this whole ritual. I 
remember having this Iranian 
friend in New York who missed 
his mum’s cooking and used to 
try and make it every now and 
then. It was always a big produc-
tion because he had to call his 
mum and get instructions. !is 
thirty something, independent 
guy, he needs his mum. I was 
saying - can’t you use a book? 
And he said, No no no you have 
to do it this way. 

I once made the mistake 
of making this famous Irani-
an dish, Fesenjān- duck with 
pomegranate. It’s one of their 
four or $ve classical national 
dishes, like what roast beef is 
to the English. I got it from a 
recipe book and had some Irani-
an friends over. And I learnt to 
never do that again. People from 
these particular cultures will 
$nd that you are misquoting 
Shakespeare.You cannot do it 
di#erently. And that’s the same 
thing behind the criticism of 
fusion food - you can’t do things 
di#erently. And of course thats 
absurd - there are things that 
work better than others, but 
its absurd to limit yourself to 
one set of rules. So no, I don’t 
have a position on fusion. But I 
am continually amazed by the 
strength of the responses that it 
evokes. 

Try doing this with an 
American - Oh, so you made 
your coleslaw like that. It’s up 
for grabs. !at’s the background 
to the question about fusion. 
!e question is more-how do 
you feel about rules, and are 
these rules important because 
they make a better result, or are 
they more like a liturgy, where 
these rules are part of ‘us’? 
Maybe in an American context, 
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we would feel that this is a bit 
absurd. Absurd in the sense that 
your identity is bound to a set 
of rules. In a sense the con-
verse applies. If you’re suddenly 
pro-fusion food in the context 
of the Catalans, it shows you’re 
not bound by traditions that 
you would accept a bit of curry 
sauce on your paella or whatev-
er . It shows that you’re a broad 
minded, liberal, %exible person. 
You are what you eat. 

But every culture has its own 
sort of  symbolic actions that re-

inforce a sense of identity, no?

I remember thinking, way back 
in the 80s at Uni, I was pretty 
pleased with myself for making 
!ai food, which is pretty main-
stream now, or Cambodian food. 
!is kind of positions you as 
someone who’s not like my dick-
head uncle who has roast lamb 
every meal. !at’s all he has. 
!at’s what I had for lunch today 
actually [this interview was con-
ducted on Easter Sunday], but 
it’s always lamb chops and three 

veg for him.

So do you think that elite cuisine 
has manifested itself in a di%er-
ent guise today, in terms of being 
worldly? Do you think that cos-
mopolitanism in terms of food is 
what elite cuisine is today - the 
whole idea of having options et-
cetera?

I guess so. I think it’s also about 
how much more accessible it is 
today. Knowledge is huge now. 
I think that’s why there are so 
many showo#s now. I think this 

is the currency that so many of 
these TV shows trade in. You 
have to be up to speed in the 
latest organic whatever. Anyone 
can get this or that ingredient if 
they are willing to pay - access 
is there, whereas knowledge is 
even more sought a"er, knowing 
how things are made. And this 
whole exclusivity thing ties into 
the theory of the leisure class. 
As soon as one need is satis$ed, 
as soon as we get bu#alo moz-
zarella into the markets in New 
York City, the nature of consum-

Suddenly buffalo mozzarella isn’t 
good enough. Now we’ve got to get 
something better so we get burrata.
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er society - or some would say 
capitalist society -  is to create 
new needs. So suddenly bu#alo 
mozzarella isn’t good enough. It 
used to be exclusive and sought 
a"er, but now we’ve got to get 
something even better so we get 
burrata. And then this burrata is 
better than that burrata and it’s 
not good enough. And we all 
know people like this, who need 
the latest and greatest.

You can probably say the same 
thing about arugula to kale in 
the US. Everyone has gone kale 
crazy.

Yeah, there are a lots of di#er-
ent kales. See I remember twen-
ty years ago arugula just wasn’t 
around. You couldn’t get it if you 
ordered it. !e way the social 
scientist would phrase it is that 
eating is a strategy of social dif-
ferentiation. I think we measure 
these things very crudely. With 
something like spices you can 
measure it for the very simple 
reason that they cost so much 
that only elite people could get 
them. In the case of pepper, as 
the cost of pepper came down, it 
ceases to be an elite product. You 
can actually follow its fall from 
grace, and suddenly wealthy 
people start scorning it and it’s 

called a poor man’s spice and it 
ceases to be anything recher-
ché. !is happens very fast, and 
if you doubt that, look at an 80s 
cookbook. Most of them look 
funny to our eyes now. Most 
cookbooks look terribly dated 
terribly quickly. !is notion of 
what’s chic or fashionable moves 
on really fast.

So tell me about your upcoming 
book.

It’s a history of cooking. It’s ac-
tually a history of who’s cooking, 
it’s a history of the division of la-
bor. It’s about but how the labor 
is parcelled out. I look at how 
humans cook and why women 
always end up cooking. We talk-
ed about elites, but in this con-
text I explore how elite cooks 
emerge at very early times, and 
how di#erent elites use cooks as  
markers of their social distinc-
tion or wealth. What you o"en 
$nd is that in a courtly context, 
the cook has a big role to play 
in terms of projecting an image 
of royal taste, sophistication et-
cetera. But also invariably you 
$nd a sort of dietetic context 
too, where the cook and the rul-
er make a good $t, keeping the 
ruler in good shape with healthy 
food. !e book also focuses on 
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the outsourcing of cooking . For 
most of history, women have 
done 99 percent of the cooking, 
but suddenly in the last couple 
of decades, this has changed. 
!anks to this belated last wave 
of technological progress, cook-
ing has been outsourced com-
prehensively for a lot of people. 
You don’t need to cook at home. 
If you live in certain parts of the 
world you can get someone to 
cook or pre-prepare the food or 
process the food elsewhere. It’s 
outsourced, and this is a colossal 
change, in terms of the social dy-
namics in terms of the house, but 
also in terms of public health. 

!at’s interesting - how the do-
mestic relations change, the set-
up of the family.

If you look at the proportion of 
women in the workforce in the 
1950 versus the proportion of 
women in it now, obviously it’s 
gone up hugely. One of the big 
reasons is the outsourcing of do-
mestic chores, of which cooking 
was probably the most onerous, 
along with child rearing and 
laundry. !ese things have been 
simpli$ed, outsourced, or dele-
gated. And that’s how this social 
revolution has been able to oc-
cur.

Do you think that’s sad?

I think it’s an immensely com-
plex question. You would have to 
be a pretty conservative and lud-
dite person to argue that getting 
women out of the house is a bad 
thing at all. But what’s a far more 
complex and fraught question 
is - what are the implications of 
that? To put it very crudely, when 
cooking is outsourced, cooking 
is processed. When cooking is 
processed, it is broadly not as 
good, broadly not as healthy, and 
broadly it comes with a set of so-
cial and economic consequenc-
es, where food tends to be pro-
duced by particular companies, 
and that has big implications for 
the diet. If everyone is eating the 
same stu#, you’ve got a whole 
ra" of implications there that are 
health-based, cultural etcetera. 
And one of those implications is 
how people interact over food. 
how people eat together, or not 
together. And this is a signi$cant 
change. So it’s complex, yeah. 
!e point is that the liberation 
of women could not have oc-
curred without previous strides 
forward in technology, but its 
also increasingly clear that some 
of those strides have come with a 
cost attached, and with food that 
is quite evident.
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What comes into my head is 
Habermas’s idea of the public 
sphere coming as a result of the 
co%ee houses of the 18th centu-
ry, where food and its produce 
creates a space where discourse 
happens.

I think this is indisputable. I 
think from a very early, evolu-
tionary sense, this holds. We are 
the only animal who eats coop-
eratively. If you get other pri-
mates together with food, the al-
pha male, the strongest, toughest 
one, will have his food. He will 
not share it. If you put a group 
of hungry chimps together and 
a certain amount of food, you 
will have a $ght, and the stron-
gest chimp will get the food, and 
then a hierarchy will emerge. Al-
most all animals would do that. 
We don’t. In certain contexts 
that will happen, but broadly, 
that’s not the way humans be-
have over food. So this is part of 
our nature, if you like. !e %ip 
side is that a chimp when it eats, 
will be fearful of being robbed, 
so he eats on the run, whereas 
we don’t. We are the only animal 
that cooperates over food, that 
eats food together. Why are we 
able to do that? What is the evo-
lutionary power of that? What 
is the environmental constraint 

that imposed that adaptation 
upon us? And the answer seems 
to be that food production was 
more e'cient. !e production of 
cooked food required coopera-
tion, and the evolutionary payo# 
was so great that it became the 
only way of behaving. And thats 
not far o# from saying that what 
makes us cooperative beings, so-
cial beings, is in fact the need to 
cooperate over food production. 
It was the $rst division of labor. 
And these are fairly hot ideas 
in paleoanthropology. As you 
know, people like Adam Smith 
say that this cooperative func-
tion arose from a human need 
for trade, exchange. But in fact 
this notion that it’s about food, I 
think, is a far more cogent one.

!at’s an interesting idea, 
isn’t it - if we are social beings 
not because of tools, or hunting, 
or language, but if we’re social 
beings because of the way we 
produce our food, that is to say 
cooking it, then what are the 
implications of abandoning 
that?  It is in a sense pre-human 
behavior to eat alone. ☐

Jack Turner is a historian,  non#c-
tion writer, and television docu-
mentary host. His most recent work 
is Spice: !e History of a Tempta-
tion.
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In 2006, on the Robespierre 
Boulevard in St. Petersburg, 

across the Nevá from the Kresty 
prison, a monument was erect-
ed, dedicated to Russian poet 
Anna Akhmatova. It was com-
missioned to honor the poet’s 
wishes through a contest incor-
porating architects and sculp-
tors. !e winning sculpture was 
made by Galina Dodonova and 
Aleksandr Reppo. !e monu-
ment shows Akhmatova, in tat-
tered clothing and with one arm 
raised to her breast, moving as if 
away from the prison, but with 
her gaze $rmly $xed on it.!e 
four $nal lines of her Requiem 
are engraved in to the surface, 

ending with “beneath that blind, 
deep-crimson wall.”1

!e story of the monument, 
and the poem that inspired 
it, traces back to 1935, when 
Akhmatova’s son Lev Gumilev 
and her companion Nikolai 
Punin were arrested as part of 
the purges that followed the 
assassination of Sergey Kirov, 
a prominent Communist Party 
leader and a close adviser of 
Stalin. On the morning that 
Akhmatova learned of their 
arrests, she composed, in a $t of 
despair, what was to become the 
$rst poem in the Requiem cycle:

Уводили тебя на рассвете, 
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За тобой, как на выносе, 
шла, 
В темной горнице 
плакали дети, 
У божницы свеча оплыла. 
На губах твоих холод 
иконки, 
Смертный пот на челе... 
Не забыть! 
Буду я, как стрелецкие 
женки, 
Под кремлевскими 
башнями выть. 

!ey led you away at day-
break;
As though following a bier, 
I walked,
In the dark chamber chil-
dren were weeping, 
Before the Virgin the can-
dle guttered.
On your lips the cold touch 
of an icon,
On your brow, sweat of 
death...Not to forget!—
Like the wives of the mur-
dered Streltsy,
I’ll wail near the Kremlin 
towers.2

Two things are notable here. 
First, with allusions to an icon 
of the Virgin Mary and to the 
Streltsy—Russian guardsmen 
executed en masse by Peter 
the Great when they rebelled 

against his authority—Akhma-
tova expresses her personal 
pain through cultural symbols, 
$nding associative pleasure 
and comfort in referents that 
were largely denied validity by 
the Soviet Union. !e sensory 
experience of Eastern Orthodox 
religious practice—the tactile 
pleasure of harboring an icon—
had been relegated to the under-
ground by the fervent atheism 
of the Soviet state project. Nos-
talgic associations with pre-rev-
olutionary Russia paired with 
overt religiosity had no place in 
the cultural discourse propped 
up by the state propaganda ma-
chine. Second, and importantly, 
Akhmatova associates herself 
and her act of waiting near the 
Kremlin towers with the tor-
mented anticipation of other 
women, of the wives and moth-
ers of victims of the purges. She 
gives weight to her individual 
experience by allowing it to 
become one of many similar 
tragedies—she is “like the wives 
of the murdered Streltsy,” and 
like the Virgin Mary, weeping 
for her cruci$ed son. Her plight 
is neither singular nor unique; 
Akhmatova cannot, in this small 
poem, speak for the hundreds of 
Streltsy wives, and can certainly 
not speak to them across the 
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centuries. Still, this seed-po-
em hints at the dissolution of 
individual subjectivity that will 
characterize Requiem.

Gumilev and Punin were 
released two weeks later, but 
in 1938, her son was arrested 
again; his parentage and past 
arrest made him into a pe-
rennial suspect. !is time, his 
internment lasted seventeen 
months, and included a death 
sentence which was then com-
muted to exile. Akhmatova 
spent the duration of Gumilev’s 
internment in the Leningrad 
“Kresty” prison, waiting in line 
to pass notes to her son, not 
knowing whether he was still 
alive. Amanda Haight describes 
this chapter in Akhmatova’s life 
as being one of immense phys-
ical torment: Akhmatova, she 
writes, was “terribly poor and 
living mainly on a diet of black 
bread and sugarless tea. She was 
extremely thin and frequently 
ill. She would get up from bed 
to go and stand, sometimes in 
freezing weather, in the long 
lines of people waiting outside 
the prisons, hoping against hope 
to be able to see her son or at 
least pass over a parcel.”3 Out 
of this period came most of the 
poetic inspiration for Requiem, 
and between 1936 and 1940, 

almost the entirety of Requiem 
was composed. In 1957, she 
added an introductory prose 
paragraph entitled “By Way of a 
Preface,” in which she recounts 
the harrowing experience of 
waiting outside the walls of the 
prison:

In the terrible years of the 
Yezhovshchina, I spent 
seventeen months in the 
prison queues in Lenin-
grad. Somehow, one day, 
someone “identi$ed” me. 
!en a woman standing 
behind me, whose lips were 
blue with cold, and who, 
naturally enough, had nev-
er even heard of my name, 
emerged from that state of 
torpor common to us all 
and, putting her lips close 
to my ear (there, everyone 
spoke in whispers) asked 
me: 
— And could you describe 
this? 
And I answered her: 
— I can. 
!en something vaguely 
like a smile %ashed across 
what once had been her 
face.4 

!is opening passage, written 
almost two decades a"er the 
core of the poetic cycle, reveals 
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Requiem to be fundamentally 
a work about, and of, memory. 
Akhmatova sets to verse the 
almost inarticulable experience 
of the Great Purge, recording 
it both for herself and for her 
fellow su#erers. “By Way of a 
Preface” establishes a kind of 
contractual agreement between 
Akhmatova and the woman she 
encounters, and thus between 
Akhmatova and her reader by 
extension: “I can,” she declares, 
write a testament to that which 
I and so many others have 
witnessed. Waiting outside the 
prison, Akhmatova is just one in 
a crowd—it is not her su#ering 
that she is asked to write, but 
“this”—shared equally among 
them. But it is on her shoulders 
alone that the responwsibility to 
write falls. Akhmatova’s poetic 
impulse and her instinct to me-
morialize comes from a knowl-
edge of her own responsibility 
as a poet to her fellow citizens. 
 To ful$ll that respon-
sibility, Akhmatova needed to 
articulate her reality in a way 
that broached the boundaries 
of her individual subjectivity 
but was out of the clutches of 
the state apparatus—to create a 
poetic memory of the purges in 
a way that is not controlled by 
the state. She needed to ap-

peal, in other words, to cultural 
memory: a kind of memory 
that, as Jan Assmann de$nes 
it in “Collective Memory and 
Cultural Identity,” is articulated 
through images, poems, and 
symbols, and crucially used to 
give life to a collective sense of 
identity. Akhmatova makes that 
appeal in the second part of 
Requiem’s Epilogue, dissolving 
her individual subjectivity into 
the su#ering masses for whom 
and through whom she speaks. 
She insists on her identity as a 
singular voice and poet, culmi-
nating in the passage describing 
a monument to be built in her 
memory:

А если когда-нибудь в 
этой стране
Воздвигнуть задумают 
памятник мне, 
Согласье на это даю 
торжество, 
Но только с условьем — 
не ставить его
Ни около моря, где я 
родилась: 
Последняя с морем 
разорвана связь, 
Ни в царском саду у 
заветного пня, 
Где тень безутешная ищет 
меня, 
А здесь, где стояла я 
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триста часов 
И где для меня не 
открыли засов
[…]
И пусть с неподвижных и 
бронзовых век, 
Как слезы, струится 
подтаявший снег,
И голубь тюремный пусть 
гулит вдали, 
И тихо идут по Неве 
корабли. 

And if it so happens one 
day they agree 
To raise a memorial some-
where to me, 
I’ll give my consent to the 
monument planned, 
But on one condition, 
which is - that it stand, 
Not down by the sea, where 
I entered this world: 
I’ve cut the last links that 
once bound us of old, 
And not by the tree-stump 
in old Tsarsky Sad, 
Whose shade seeks me still 
with disconsolate love, 
But here, where they let me 
stand three hundred hours, 
And never so much as un-
bolted the doors. 
[…] 
And may the snow, melting, 
well forth clear and strong, 
Like tears from my eye-lids, 

unmoving, like bronze, 
And may the lone pris-
on-dove coo from afar, 
And boats travel silently 
down the Neva.5 

Requiem, which began with a 
memory, ends on an appeal to 
memory—Akhmatova declares 
“the hour of remembrance is 
with us again.” She addresses the 
countless women whose voices 
wove their way into her poem, 
speaking to them like a gentle 
mother—“‘I see you, I feel you, 
I hear you.”6 All the women she 
describes are each, in their own 
way, a representative for a type 
of su#ering: “!ere’s one they 
scarce dragged to the window, 
and one / Whose days in the 
land of her forebears are done.”7 
!ese women bear no names, 
and could easily be $ctional 
characters rather than histor-
ically rooted, realistic $gures. 
!ey are necessarily nameless, 
because although Akhmatova 
would “like to remember each 
one by her name, / ...they took 
the list.”8 A mysterious and 
ominous they, the agents of the 
Soviet state, is at fault for the 
victims’ eternal anonymity. Be-
cause the state is responsible for 
the repression of the memory of 
the victims’ su#ering, Akhma-
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tova sets herself the task of 
counteracting this repression. In 
Requiem she does exactly that. 
!e poem, and the monument 
erected in her honor in 2006, 
create memorials to the purges 
in both language and bronze. 
Akhmatova describes nameless 
women, but insists on remain-
ing in possession and control 
of her own name: as a poet, she 
uses her gi" to shape and con-
struct the memory of her that 
Soviet culture will carry with 
it to posterity. What is unique 
about the kind of cultural mem-
ory inscribed by Requiem is that 
it lacks both the organization 
of an institutionally buttressed 

operation and the conscious 
self-de$nition that is so o"en 
abused by a state with a vested 
interest in promoting a politi-
cally attractive mode of identi$-
cation.  Cultural memory, as As-
smann understands it, depends 
on what he calls the “concretion 
of identity,” the moment where 
“a group bases its consciousness 
of unity and speci$city upon 
this [structure of] knowledge 
and derives formative and nor-
mative impulses from it, which 
allows the group to reproduce 
its identity.”10 However, this mo-
ment in Requiem is complicated 
by the poem’s resistance against 
a state that repressively enforces 
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a false identity. Requiem creates 
a space for a silent community 
of readers and witnesses per-
sisting in secrecy, without the 
legitimacy of state recognition. 
!us we have an attempt to pro-
duce cultural memory without 
statism; cultural remembrance 
without state-sponsored amne-
sia.    

Akhmatova’s makes a clear 
distinction between “state” 
and “people” in her request 
that “if they should silence my 
morti$ed lips, / Let one hun-
dred millions for whom my 
voice speaks-- / Let them take 
my place, and remember each 
year / Whenever my day of 
remembrance draws near.”11 
!e translation here sacri$ces 
accuracy in meaning for ac-
curacy in rhythm—the exact 
phrase is much more brutal, 
sounding something like “and 
if they should silence my tor-
tured lips, through which a 
100-million-numbered people 
screams...”12 !e locus of the 
action, of the scream, is in the 
people rather than Akhmatova. 
She is not speaking for them; 
rather, they are screaming 
through her. She insists here 
that her function as a chan-
nel for the voices of the Soviet 
people will persist even if she 

is repressed—that is, her le-
gitimacy extends far beyond 
the purview of the state, and 
is acting in a cultural sphere 
to which the state does not (or 
ought not to) have access. While 
she cannot claim access to the 
full force of cultural memory as 
Assmann understands it—an 
underground, dissent culture 
can never truly claim the degree 
of institutional strength that a 
state can—she can make a claim 
to something that transcends 
the communicative, that pre-
serves the oppressed memories 
of the Purges in art.

Memory is made coher-
ent through practice, and state 
repression of memory operates 
through interfering with that 
practice: through the eradica-
tion of material objects used 
for personal remembrance, the 
intimidation of visitors to the 
graves of enemies of the state, 
and the execution of those who 
would relive and retell their 
memories. !is is especially true 
when the practice of memory 
lies in reading or otherwise en-
countering a work as intimately 
concerned with its relationship 
to memory as Requiem. Af-
ter Requiem was completed, 
Akhmatova could not publish it 
due to state censorship, nor even 
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preserve written copies. Instead 
she had to spread the poem 
around among close friends, 
making them memorize parts 
of it as she wrote them. One of 
these friends was Lidia Chu-
kovskaya, whose family had also 
been victimized by the purges. 
Chukovskaya’s diaries—which 
never refer to Requiem by name, 
using a code instead—make 
it clear that despite a lack of 
o'cial approval, Requiem was a 
refuge for those who had suf-
fered greatly under the Terror. 

“!ere’s an expression: 
as necessary, as bread or 
air. Now, I’ll start saying: 
necessary, as the word ... 
Forgive me, Anna Andreev-
na, but even you, having 
created this, even you don’t 
understand, how needed 
it is. Because you were not 
over there – to the great 
happiness of everyone ... 
While I remember myself 
over there, and I remember 
those faces and nights ... If 
only they, over there, could 
even imagine that this 
exists...But they will never 
know. How many lips have 
been silenced, how many 
eyes have closed forever 
...”13

 
A"er a brief silence, Akhmato-
va responded merely—“!ank 
you.” 

While those who have 
been silenced, whose “eyes 
have closed forever,” would 
never have the chance to read 
or see Requiem, the idea that 
a poem itself could be needed 
by someone who has su#ered 
something that the author never 
did—spending time in exile, in 
the camps—represents a colos-
sal potential for the continued 
life of the poem on the plane 
of cultural memory. Especially 
a"er Requiem’s publication in 
1963, the spouses and relatives 
of victims, carrying the poem 
down through the generations, 
would have found solace in the 
account of su#ering and in the 
redemptive nature of Akhma-
tova’s pledge to her bystander 
with the blue lips. Chukovskaya 
accounts how Akhmatova re-
ceived a phone call from a wom-
an who was speaking to her “in 
the name of all your admirers. 
We thank you for your poems, 
especially for one of them.” For 
fear of the wire being tapped, 
driven by the same concerns 
that led Chukovskaya to surrep-
titiously refer to Requiem as a 
work by Pushkin (surely a safe 
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choice), the woman neglected 
to mention for which poem she 
was thanking Akhmatova. 

!e secrecy with which Re-
quiem was discussed and shared 
further underscores its status as 
a poetic memorial. !e very act 
of reading it, of hearing about it, 
in order to keep it alive, was an 
act of committing it to memo-
ry. !e texture of the memory, 
then, and the stakes involved in 
preserving it, become extreme-
ly pronounced, as the process 
of reading and remembering 
the poem becomes a process 
of keeping the memory of the 
horrors it describes alive. To 
commit a poem to memory is 

to internalize it fully, to attach 
it in some way to one’s identity. 
So long as Requiem persisted, 
formless, in the memories and 
imaginations of Akhmatova’s 
followers—however few there 
might have been—the poem 
could not be banned and could 
not be censored, and nor could 
the memory of the Terror that 
it preserved. !us individual 
memories aggregate into cultur-
al memory, as each individual, 
through the act of memorizing, 
becomes a carrier and a distrib-
utor of the poem as a cultural 
artifact. Requiem emerged in 
a milieu that was entirely split 
o# from the semi-commercial 
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aspect of publishing and con-
trol. Akhmatova’s insistence on 
writing and distributing her 
poetry points to her absolute 
conviction in the sanctity of 
her poetic calling. !e presence 
of the poem in the minds of 
certain people without a pres-
ence in the physical world is an 
altogether ideal manifestation 
of the unspeakability or the 
“o'cial” silence surrounding 
the Stalinist purges. Insofar as 
the imprisoned were enemies of 
the state, to mourn their impris-
onment and execution—rather 
than their crime and betrayal 
of the motherland—was an act 
of counter-revolutionary dis-
sent and was itself punishable. 
At a time when a “poem on a 
scrap of paper could mean a 
death sentence,”14 Akhmato-
va’s insistence on writing and 
distributing her poetry points 
to her absolute conviction in the 
sanctity of her poetic calling.

It was to protest the re-
pressive practices of the Soviet 
state apparatus that Akhmatova 
stipulated that any memorial 
in her name should be built in 
front of the prison, preempting 
a state-sponsored memorial that 
would gloss over her story and 
the real meaning of her work. 
Akhmatova’s fear that the state 

would use a commemorative ac-
tivity as a means of wiping clear 
the lived and practiced memory 
of events deemed undesirable 
to the state-sponsored narra-
tive was far from unreasonable. 
As Catherine Merridale notes, 
“potentially subversive memo-
ries of the Stalin Years seem to 
have vanished easily without 
witnesses to give them credence 
or narratives to provide them 
structure.”15 Private memories—
what Assmann might call mere 
“communicative” memory, un-
derstood as existing in a spatial-
ly and temporally limited setting 
such as a household16—could 
not survive on their own in a 
milieu where the state insidi-
ously attempted to use public 
forms of commemoration as a 
means of eliminating subversive 
narratives and controlling the 
dominant discourse. Public acts 
of commemoration of the Great 
Patriotic War, for example, 
glori$ed “the young, handsome, 
innocent soldier, the victim who 
fell in battle repelling the Nazi 
invader,” but “excluded the older 
men and boys, the women, the 
victims of disease, accident, and 
of mass executions carried out 
by their own side. !ey ex-
cluded, too, the people who fell 
behind the lines, including in-
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numerable victims of continued 
police repression.”17 !is kind 
of double-edged remembrance 
project extended its deleterious 
$ngers into the lives of relatives 
of the arrested. “Depending 
upon circumstances and its 
own perception of raison d’état,” 
Merridale writes, “the Soviet 
state was as skilled at destroying 
the material basis of collective 
memory as it was eager to com-
memorate the selected fallen of 
Mother Russia in concrete and 
stone.”18 Because of the constant 
fear of arrest and execution, 
individual people would de-
stroy the material evidence of 
their loved ones before the state 
had a chance to do so. “Photo-
graphs would be destroyed, or 
the faces of the deceased muti-
lated and erased. Manuscripts 
were burned, as were letters, 
keepsakes, and diaries. !ese 
acts, which took some time and 
would have forced a certain 
amount of re%ection on the 
part of the mourner, might be 
portrayed as a kind of anti-com-
memoration, a process which 
aided mourning in its early 
stages.”19

Requiem opens a space of 
commemoration. Simply read-
ing and remembering the poem 
preserves the memory of the 

nameless millions whose voices 
make up Akhmatova’s poetic 
shroud--and importantly, does 
so without naming them and 
thus putting them at risk for 
punishment. Requiem is not, as 
Harrington puts it, an example 
of “overt oppositional writing.” 
Akhmatova is not attempting to 
write a dissident work, nor even 
a critique of Soviet culture at 
large. She is trying to set herself 
apart from the state rather than 
against it, to engender a cultural 
memory of the Purges that can 
exist alongside whatever man-
gled narrative the propagandists 
in the Kremlin would come up 
with. Insofar as she is engaging 
directly with the dominant So-
viet state culture, she is $ghting 
against their claim to singular 
knowledge and legitimate pos-
session of the Soviet people. 

!e project of Akhmatova’s 
monument seeks to subvert the 
state’s attempt at controlling 
the narrative, but all the while 
accepting the premise of a state-
built monumen rather than 
dissenting entirely and refus-
ing the honor. Viewed in this 
light, the conditions Akhmato-
va places on the construction 
of the memorial in her name 
can be seen as a last attack on 
the state control of cultural 
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commemoration.  Akhmatova 
preempts the state’s decision to 
build a monument to her, in any 
number of places, that would 
celebrate her life while passing 
over the su#ering she endured 
at the hands of those who would 
memorialize her. !e sea and 
Tsarskoe Selo—places associ-
ated with her childhood—nec-
essarily do not carry the con-
notation of pain and su#ering 
that Kresty, the prison outside 
of which she waited for her son, 
would bear. Akhmatova insists 
that her memory not be used to 
undermine the nation’s ability 
to commemorate its traumas. 
Rather, she wants her likeness to 
stand forever outside the prison, 
cast in bronze, just as she did in 
%esh. She wants to prevent her 
memorial from being used as a 
way of forgetting.  

Accordingly, over the Neva 
River, the statue of Akhmato-
va now cuts a dynamic $gure, 
standing tense and solitary. 
Akhmatova’s body turns away 
from the prison, as if recoiling 
from its frightful appearance. 
Fragments of her clothing are 
streaming away from the direc-
tion of her body as if there is 
a wind blowing. Her le" knee 
is bent in a way that indicates 
an imbalance—her body is in 

motion away from the prison, or 
wants to be. !is is the passage 
of time taking form in bronze—
Akhmatova herself is constantly 
moving away from the purges, 
growing further away from 
them in time as she grows older. 
!e statue’s sense of motion has 
less to do with dynamism and 
more with a lack of stability. 
She is not standing $rmly, but 
is leaning to one side, and her 
head is turned o# to the side in 
a sign of weakness or doubt.  

It is the slight turn of her 
head that turns this from a 
monument to Akhmatova’s life 
to a memorial to Akhmatova’s 
su#ering, and the su#ering 
of all whom she represented. 
Her head is turned to face the 
prison as if by necessity, being 
drawn back by the memory of 
the months she spent waiting 
outside the prison. !e turn 
towards the prison embodies 
Akhmatova’s original intent in 
demanding that the monument 
be built outside Kresty: this 
is not simply a memorial to 
Akhmatova’s su#ering, but to 
Akhmatova’s memory itself. !e 
act of remembering something, 
perhaps involuntarily, is the act 
of turning your mind—your 
eyes, your head—to something 
you would otherwise like to 
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move away from. Her message 
to the citizens of Russia is not 
a positive request to remember 
the purges in a particular way, 
but rather an injunction against 
forgetting. !e statue presents 
a contradiction, a paradox that 
the Soviet state would not have 
been able to deal with. How 
is it that something should 
be remembered despite being 
undesirable, destructive, a thing 
to run away from? Akhmatova 
would respond that it is precise-
ly the destructive that it is in-
cumbent upon us to remember.

Of course, the monument 
fails in many ways that the 
poem it was inspired by suc-
ceeds. For one thing, as a tool to 
keep memory alive, it is less ef-
fective. A statue with a concrete 
and $xed location cannot spread 
as quickly, nor take root as pro-
foundly, as a poem that can be 
memorized, performed, or read 
at night to oneself. !e mon-
ument is not a major site for 
pilgrimages, and is not nearly as 
universally accessible as Requi-
em itself. Nor has the monu-
ment been the public rebuke to 
the Soviet State that Akhmatova 
envisioned—it was built well af-
ter the dissolution of the Soviet 
Union, and a full 40 years a"er 
Akhmatova’s death. But it now 

provides a kind of permanent 
physical representation of her 
memory that is valuable none-
theless. In its permanence, its 
refusal to allow its presence to 
depend on the contigencies of 
human culture, the monument’s 
physical presence asserts the 
intransigence and resilience of 
memory.

In the summer of 2006—a 
few months before the monu-
ment was built—Russian Presi-
dent Vladimir Putin announced 
that the prison would be trans-
ferred to a new location, and 
that the current structure would 
be replaced with a residen-
tial-entertainment complex.20 
!e cells where Akhmatova’s 
son—and so many others—were 
kept will be destroyed, replaced 
with storefronts and %ashing 
lights, a model of commercial-
ized development. When the 
plot of land is sold and the old 
prison is leveled, and especially 
when the new and predictably 
garish complex is built in its 
place, Akhmatova’s slender 
bronze form will take on a new 
and powerful commemorative 
function. Staring at the emp-
ty space le" by the prison and 
$lling it with her gaze, she will 
be a reminder that while the 
eyes of the market, and of our 
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contemporary values, may be 
blind to the workings of mem-
ory and the su#ering of genera-
tions past, her eyes are not. And 
as the perennial St. Petersburg 
snow streams down from her 
wide-open bronze eyes, perhaps 
only she will hear how the “lone 
prison-dove coo[s] from afar, / 
and boats travel silently down 
the Nevà.” ☐

Elias Kleinblock is a Literature 
major at Yale University. He is 
graduating this year.
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We wanted to talk about the ar-
ticle you wrote for n+1. As you 
say, there seems to be some kind 
of idea that critical/poststruc-
turalist theory is an indulgence 
of youth and it accompanies a 
whole myriad of youthful experi-
mentations which will be shelved 
upon entering the real world. 
You teach those youths, so what 
do you make of this? 

I wouldn’t say inherently that 
theory is an indulgence of youth, 
but because of its institutional-
ization in the American educa-
tion it’s become an indulgence 
of youth. It’s situated at a partic-
ular moment in an educational 

scheme where it becomes iden-
ti$ed very strongly with adoles-
cence, which is peculiar, given 
the genesis of so much of what 
we call theory. It then becomes 
part of a kind of late 20th cen-
tury bildungsroman of the hu-
manities. My piece [‘!e !eory 
Generation’, n+1 Summer 2012] 
was written out of a very strong 
feeling of ambivalence, not just 
about theory per se but what 
theory has done to me and my 
generation, now that we’re old 
enough to be looking back at it 
with some perspective.

You haven’t been able to shelve it 
[theory]?
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!ere’s a way in which I don’t 
think one does leave it behind. 
!e conclusion I came to is I 
think everyone takes from it a 
diagnostic thinking. I think an 
inherent hermeneutics of suspi-
cion comes with learning a lot of 
theory. Which o"en I think can 
tend to a kind of a#ectlessness or 
hopelessness. And that’s a habit 
that I don’t think has gone away, 
and it has consequences that I 
think are politically interesting 
and ethically interesting, not al-
ways in a positive way. !is  may 
have something to do with the 
way in which theory is taught 
that could tend in that direction, 
that is it’s appropriated as some 
mode of irony, and a sort of justi-
$cation of irony, more than any-
thing else.

Do you think that potentially, 
theory lends itself to a kind of fa-
talistic ironism, where one diag-
noses one’s own world, envisages 
an alternative mode of existence, 
but lacks the material to actual-
ize any kind of utopia?

Yes I think it can. In the period 
I was identifying, which seemed 
important to me from my own 
very sharp memories of how I 
got trained in theory as an un-
dergraduate, - the thing which 

tends to drop out would be any 
kind of what we would call vul-
gar Marxism. But, you know, 
even the idea of vulgar Marx-
ism’s kind of interesting. !e 
idea of calling something vulgar 
- fascinating, right?  !e bodies 
of theory that I was educated in 
tended to be more on the kind 
of deconstructive poststructur-
alist line with a bit of Frankfurt 
School theory thrown in to pro-
vide a social context. Bodies of 
theory that had not just a diag-
nosis but a programmatic plan 
of action were not at all part of 
anybody’s training. !ey’d been 
fairly discredited by that time. 
And it’s only really in the last 5 
to 10 years at most that you see 
those creeping back in.

Is there anything new or unique 
about this theory-infatuated 
character type, or is just another 
kind of youthful paradigm, our 
own mal du siecle?

I suppose the place to look 
would be maybe the role of exis-
tentialism and postwar Western 
culture. I think what interested 
me, and what seemed distinc-
tive about theory, was the sharp 
division it ended up producing 
between students who found 
themselves compelled by theory 
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and another kind of student that 
would have ordinarily found 
their home in humanities. !e 
institution itself does a lot to 
promote that divorce, so creative 
writers head in the direction of 
creative writing programs which 
are inventions that get wildly 
popular in the 1990s, and they 
tend to leave English depart-
ments. !e old cliché of the En-
glish student who wants to be a 
poet becomes invisible. I think 
that’s probably one of the things 
that theory does that maybe pri-
or forms of that mal du siecle 
didn’t do. !ere was nothing in-
trinsic to say, existentialism, to 
make you think, there’s no point 
in being a writer - I think maybe 
even the reverse. But I think that 
was the feeling for many of us. 
!e default lesson in the human-
ities - which I don’t think anyone 
was saying explicitly, was there’s 
really no point.

I am friends with novelists 
who are of roughly the same age 
as I, and they all have this mem-
ory of feeling alienated - think-
ing, I just wanna go make some-
thing, and it turns out that I’m 
actually being actively dissuaded 
from it. !ere’s a kind of hope-
lessness to that, so you leave it. 
So that hasn’t been a plus, and if 
anything what I was reading [in 

the n+1 article] in the careers of 
some novelists was their having 
to try to overcome that. And the 
ways in which they try to over-
come that is by many cases sort 
of parodying theory or turning it 
into an episode in their lives that 
can be looked back at with a kind 
of regret but a little nostalgia. It’s 
sort of like a kind of situating, 
as a way of saying, alright, I sur-
vived that, luckily.

So what are you nostalgic for? 
What was the biggest mind ex-
plosion for you in your days as 
a student?

What I’m nostalgic for actually 
myself, is the open contestation 
between theory and antitheory 
that I remember from college, 
which does not exist anymore. 
I have a vivid memory of being 
in a classroom that had a mixed 
population of undergrads and 
grad students. And the grad-
uate students and professor in 
this course were at loggerheads 
throughout the entire semester 
because the professor was open-
ly hostile to theory and the grad-
uate students were openly in fa-
vor of it. And it reached a kind of 
climax one day where there was 
an argument going on between 
the professor and one graduate 
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student in particular and the 
professor kind of reached a level 
of frustration and said -alright I 
want you to tell me honestly, do 
you think Paul de Man is a better 
critic than Goethe. And the grad-
uate student said -all right yes, I 
do think Paul de Man is a better 
critic than Goethe, and then the 
professor said If that’s what you 
think, then you and I have no 
common ground. !e student 
actually got up and le". But that 
it what I’m nostalgic for, it does 
not feel at the moment that there 
are those kinds of strong internal 
debates that there were then-it’s 
a far drearier debate because it’s 
not about survival. 

It does sound like a very con-
structive dialogue to have.

I $nd it hard to imagine that dis-
cussion happening now. We live 
in a much more pluralist uni-
verse where we feel like there’s 
no consequences to taking either 
of these choices. Seeing that play 
out and seeing that people felt 
so passionately about it got me 
interested and it said to me that 
there was something important 
going on in this discipline and 
it was reason for me to actually 
read de Man, try and $gure out 
what I thought. I dont think that 

exists anymore, and it’s been part 
of theory’s naturalization - it’s no 
longer threatening, it no longer 
just $nds you in certain ways, it’s 
just assumed And that’s $nite, 
you can’t arti$cially create it, 
you can’t pretend the stakes were 
there when they’re not.

You say in your article that theo-
ry is normalized now. But do you 
think it’s all on an equal footing 
with the canon? Can you pick 
and choose between them?

I think it’s on an equal footing 
and unfortunately, where we are 
now, students think of theory as 
a kind of dressing - it’s the last 
thing you sprinkle on. A little bit 
of Derrida will enhance the %a-
vor. But it doesn’t proclaim you 
as an adherent, and I think that’s 
what it certainly did 30 years 
ago. Certainly where I went to 
college, to have used Derrida in 
a paper would have marked you 
as a particular kind of person. 
!ere was a whole set of suppo-
sitions about the way the world 
worked that you were claiming 
you bought in to. And a"er a 
period of time it then becomes 
a kind of style, a style you can 
play with for a little bit and then 
abandon, and now it’s just an-
other ingredient I think. !ere’s 
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an honesty to that - there’s a way 
in which that’s right, and there’s 
a kind of honesty to a pluralistic 
university. !ese are all tools and 
we should be free to use the tools 
that we think are appropriate to 
the task at hand. But there’s cer-
tainly a loss of drama.

I was thinking about Bourdieu, 
and his work on distinction. Can 
we frame theory in these terms of 
cultural capital, that knowledge 
of theory indexes one socioeco-
nomically? How class-speci#c is 
theory?

Well, I feel less con$dent in saying 
what it does now, but it certain-
ly at one point did. And I think 
this is one of the places where in 
some sense the project of theory 
in the American academy ran a 
bit aground, in that it became so 
quickly identi$ed with a section 
of the elite, and it didn’t address 
that status in any self-conscious 
way. Did it lose whatever social 
momentum it might have had 
at one point? Not entirely - I 
will say that there is an aspect 
of theory very broadly put that 
did perhaps promote some kind 
of egalitarianism and that would 
probably be in the direction of 
identity studies, I think. If theory 
ever had a kind of practical suc-

cess in this country, it would be 
around gender and sexuality - as 
far as things like legislation and 
practices in di#erent institution-
al environments, that probably 
did have a real impact. 

But outside of that, it’s hard 
to see where it didn’t just be-
come marker of - and this is just 
gonna sound cynical - having 
had enough time away from the 
pressures of the marketplace. 
You can indulge in this for a 
time before you abandon it. It’s 
the sign of leisure.!is is what 
I would say is the privilege of 
a certain stratum of American 
teenagers .!at’s where theory 
would $nd its home.

 I don’t think, at least in my 
experience, that ever really got 
fully worked out, except that it 
does maybe seem to be constitu-
tive of a kind of embarrassment, 
and maybe the avoidance of cer-
tain kinds of Marxist thinking. 
A tendency toward more almost 
fatalistic hopelessness is much 
more appealing than anything 
that would have pointed to you 
as being a privileged member of 
any kind of system. It’s only in 
the last 10 years that that has al-
leviated a bit. !ere’s more of a 
sense now, I think - even if a false 
one - that everyone in the liberal 
arts is in the same socioeconom-
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ic boat, and its not a good one.

We asked Professor [Bruce] Rob-
bins about the term ‘champagne 
socialist’- if the academic has to 
live by their credo. Do you have 
any thoughts on that?

I don’t know if I have any 
thoughts on that except that that 
seems to me only a question that 
would have arisen in the last de-
cade. !at’s a question that no 
one was asking in the period 
that I was being trained in this. 
I think it’s great that that ques-

tion is on the table. What are 
the obligations of the academic, 
what kind of institutional poli-
tics do we need to be practising 
in relation to what is probably 
the default mode among a lot of 
humanities majors, something 
like democratic socialism. What 
does that entail for us? I’m just 
fascinated by the fact that that 
was never asked. And it’s class 
that seems to me in many ways 
the kind of empty category of the 
American version of theory, that 
it may be that Bourdieu is an ex-

ception on this to an extent, and 
if there’s anything about bour-
dieu that happens when you read 
it it’s to make yourself re%exively 
uncomfortable about where you 
stand - but [the popularity of 
Bourdieu] too seems a slightly 
more recent phenomenon.

!eory has its own speci#c lan-
guage and is easy to parody - the 
best example of that rhetoric you 
reference in your article is ‘I’m 
#nding it hard to introduce my-
self, actually, because the whole 
idea of social introductions is 

so problematized.’ [From Teju 
Cole’s Open City.] Does this par-
ticular register inhibit engage-
ment with it? 

Well I love that example too, 
and what I love about it is, it’s 
such a wonderful joke because 
of course, at one level it’s pure 
comedy - it’s such a stilted, over-
educated way of articulating and 
expressing oneself. But of course 
it’s also right. Oh yeah, introduc-
tions are problematic. It strikes 
that exactly right note as being 

A tendency toward fatalistic 
hopelessness is much more appealing 
than pointing to yourself as privileged
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at that age when one can see that 
for the $rst time but then not be-
ing able to articulate it except in 
a way that’s stilted. 

I think is right, that might be 
one of the ways in which theory 
within the American academy 
ran in to trouble. Now I think 
one of the reasons that discourse 
becomes so easily parodied, 
frankly, is the belatedness and 
the thinness with which theory 
gets taught. So you come to these 
things without any sense of their 
background. !is is something 
that Cusset makes his point in 
his book1 over and over again, 
that the American student reads 
Derrida without ever having 
read anything like Heidegger, let 
alone Hegel. My example that’s 
close to my heart is Roland Bar-
thes, who is uniquely a product 
of the French educational sys-
tem. If you don’t understand 
what that system does, you don’t 
understand what he’s o"en up to, 
so when I teach Barthes I actual-
ly have students learn about the 
explication de texte, which is of 
course a method that doesn’t ex-
ist in this country, because you 
don’t understand how systematic 
hermeneutics is, - that there’s a 
method of literary interpretation 
that is taught to you from age 
10 - you don’t know what you’re 

reacting against. It’s gonna seem 
kind of weightless, almost a little 
nuts, but that’s not what’s going 
on. It’s a very targeted attack at 
an educational system. !is is 
also true of Bourdieu.

As far as the role of citizenship 
is concerned, what do you think 
about that? It’s always struck me 
as fraught, particularly where 
France is concerned, where a lot 
of these theorists come from. 

One of the real ironies is that you 
take a body of thought most of 
which comes into being honestly 
in France, in a setting where the 
educational system is so thor-
oughly controlled  by the state 
and oriented around the state, 
and then you transfer it to a na-
tional setting where the state is 
much weaker as a cohesive force. 
All these kinds of analyses of 
power structures that one gets 
in Bourdieu or Foucault that are 
so heavily about the presence of 
the state, need to be pretty seri-
ously rethought in the context of 
your average American college 
student who is not facing the 
same pressures. If one can live 
eighteen- nineteen-twenty years 
of one life without ever encoun-
tering any serious demands from 
the state, that makes the pro-
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gram a little bit di#erent. I think 
it’s impossible to try and critique 
something you’ve never really 
been exposed to. And that’s the 
kind of groundlessness that I 
think was present in the 80s and 
90s - they were being taught a 
critique of something that in fact 
didn’t exist for them, so there 
was kind of a pointlessness to it. 
It was a wonderful pointlessness, 
it was intoxicating in a way, but it 
felt really impersonal.

Richard Rorty said some-
thing twenty years ago or more 
now. He said that there was a 
certain deal that was struck in 
roughly the eighties, which al-
lowed the culture wars to con-
tinue without there being any 
real consequence to it, in which 
higher education gave up any 
claim on secondary education 
whatsoever and le" that to con-
servatives entirely. We bought 
each other o#, but we could con-
tinue to snipe at each other.

!ey can take them while they’re 
young, and you can then unteach 
them?

Yeah, thats right. !at becomes 
the de facto model. And it tend-
ed to have the e#ect, and its very 
much the case still, of removing 
intellectuals in the United States 

from any role in shaping second-
ary school curriculum whatso-
ever-we have no impact on that 
at all. We never even sought to 
have an impact. !is is very far 
from the case in France. What 
Bourdieu or Foucault had to say 
about education matters at the 
level of the secondary institu-
tion. sometimes it is antagonistic 
to what the state has planned, 
but nonetheless it matters. We 
worked out a kind of non aggres-
sion pact. And this happened or-
ganically but it seemed to work 
for everybody.

So do you think this is why the 
academy is o"en alleged to be so 
divorced from reality?

Possibly…I think there are a 
lot of reasons for that. But I do 
think it has made it incumbent 
upon us to $ght back, to try to 
have more of an impact on the 
educational system before peo-
ple reach the age of eighteen. Be-
fore they come to us to have dia-
logues. !is concord, if it worked 
for a certain amount of time, has 
sort of outlasted its usefulness. 
A way of thinking about our re-
sponsibilities of citizenship is to 
think of education as a contin-
uum, and not just four magical 
years where we get to do what 
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we want and then we release you 
back into the place from where 
you came.

I was interested in your descrip-
tion of these characters, the read-
ers of theory as ‘disappointed, 
maladaptive skeptics.’ Is reading 
theory really paralyzing? At the 
same time, though, there’s also 
this idea of theory as a kind of 
palliative. What kind of person 
does theory make you? 

It probably will change as what 
counts as theory changes, and 

I’m not so sure the answer thirty 
years from now will look any-
thing like how the answer looks 
now. Here I am really taking 
my cue primarily from novelists 
who’ve been thinking about this 
- it [theory] seems to have a kind 
of sedative function. !e world 
is a terribly hostile place and 
theory is the thing that both al-
lows you to see what’s happening 
to you and also some exemption 
from feeling the pain of it. It’s a 
kind of local anesthetic. You can 
observe the thing that’s being 

done to you, and maybe because 
you’re not quite as pained by it, 
you will be able to observe it all 
the better. It produces a kind of 
livability for you but at the cost 
of something, maybe at the cost 
of some sense of agency.

Do you feel a particular legacy 
of that generation of theorists? 
Do you think they’ve in$uenced 
your practice in some way

I don’t know if I feel any obliga-
tion to theory, but I do de$nitely 
think that I’m an academic be-

cause of it. And I say that not be-
cause I felt any particular strong 
pull in any one direction - I had 
my preferences, I was the sort 
of student who was more com-
pelled by something Adorno said 
than something Derrida said - 
but that’s less meaningful than 
the fact that the energy and the 
contentiousness around theory 
activated me as an undergradu-
ate. !omas Kuhn has the phrase 
‘normal science’ for the periods 
in a discipline where everyone 
kind of agrees on what the dis-

Theory is a kind of local anasthetic. It 
produces a livability, but maybe at the 
cost of some sense of agency.
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cipline is doing. You just kind of 
do it for a while and then there’s 
a huge paradigm shi". And those 
are the moments where you 
draw a lot of people in, because it 
feels like there’s something very 
exciting going on - no one can 
agree on what it means to write a 
literary criticism or think about 
cultural artefacts. At that point, 
nobody could agree on it and ev-
eryone hated everyone else. And 
that was a reason to join, because 
it felt like intellectual excitement 
was in the air. 
 Now that I’m in some 
sense on the inside, I don’t know 
whether it feels that way anymore 
or not. I have a slight suspicion 
that it doesn’t - that it’s possible 
now that literary studies has fall-
en into the mode of normal sci-
ence. And it may not be that we 
all agree on what the discipline 
is, but we all have agreed not to 
$ght about it. And I worry that 
that doesn’t necessarily capture 
the imaginations of very smart 
undergraduates in the way that 
it might have 20 or 30 years ago. 
It’s paradoxical for me to say in 
some ways that I’m an academ-
ic because of theory because I’m 
not a theorist, I’ve never been 
particularly indebted to theory 
in the work that I’ve produced - 
but it’s certainly the case that if I 

were say 20 years older than I am 
and had gone to college in the 
late 60s, it might have been that 
the $eld would have felt stodgy, 
or the excitement would have 
been elsewhere. I’m not sure I 
would have ended up where I 
am. 

!at’s what we were thinking, 
that perhaps today’s a stagnant 
period.

I wonder, I wonder. Again, I feel 
like I’m too far inside to say, and 
I also feel like there are a lot of 
ripples under the surface. !ere’s 
a, what do you want to call it, 
stagnancy, or fallow period, that 
we might be in, and you can also 
say sometimes a decline. None 
of us want to feel like we’re man-
aging a decline, but in the worst 
moments it can feel that way, 
because it doesn’t have that ur-
gency - that contentious urgency 
- that it once did. ☐

Professor Nicholas Dames is 
Chair of the English and Com-
parative Literature department 
at Columbia University. His re-
search is primarily focused on 
the novel and 19th century read-
ing practices.
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Oscar Wilde’s dandyish dress 
turned into a topic of great 

press interest during his yearlong 
tour of North America in 1882, 
where he lectured on aesthet-
icism, love of art for art’s sake. 
Wilde provoked severe backlash 
from American commentators, 
who recoiled from the “aesthetic” 
self-presentation of the outland-
ishly costumed Irish lecturer, 
his wardrobe replete with velvet 
breeches, silken hose, ballet %ats, 
and a beaver coat. Rejecting this 
challenge to Victorian social 
and cultural norms, these com-
mentators framed Wilde as  re-
pulsively e#eminate, while some 
of the harshest caricatures that 

circulated during the tour also 
depicted him as a black minstrel 
$gure. !is construction of the 
aesthetic-dandy combined re-
lated negative ideas concerning 
male sexuality and racialized 
masculinity to portray Wilde as 
a supposedly degenerate “Other.”

!is racialized dandy image 
would re-emerge prominently 
decades later in a very di#erent 
context. During the 1917-1927 
Harlem Renaissance, a time of 
innovation in African-American 
literature, music, fashion, and 
style in New York City, the dan-
dy image came to embody a new, 
iconoclastic conception of black 
masculinity. !is new “black 
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dandy” was as controversial a 
$gure as Wilde had been many 
years before. An examination 
of the dandy’s trans-historical 
and trans-temporal genealogy 
demonstrates how Wilde’s in-
%uence on alternative means of 
expression in America provided 
new and %uid markers of race, 
class and gender. 

Four years a"er he gradu-
ated from Oxford, Wilde start-
ed his American tour, traveling 
to Northern California during 
April 1882. While on tour in 
San Francisco, San Jose, Berke-
ley, and Oakland, he lectured 
on “!e English Renaissance,” 
“Dress and Art in Home Deco-
rations,” “Art Decoration” and 
“!e Art of Dress.”1 As he gave 
these lectures, Wilde adopt-
ed the persona of the aesthetic 
dandy. Dandyism a'rms deep 
investment in elegant dress and 
leisure activity, and the man who 
presents himself as a dandy is 
o"en depicted as a self-seeking, 
if not narcissistic, man with a 
witty tongue and a pithy use of 
language. !e controversy that 
the $gure of the dandy generat-
ed throws considerable light on 
his time period: On one level, 
the dandy is subjected to - and 
oppressed by - dominant views 
of gender roles, which describe 

him as an e#eminate character 
because he does not conform to 
stereotypical notions of mascu-
linity. Yet as the discourse sur-
rounding the dandy in contem-
porary sources demonstrates, 
this alternative men’s dress, de-
meanor, and style also challeng-
es the public's perception of race, 
class, and gender.

!us, over the course of the 
tour, Wilde was transformed 
into an ambassador for an “oth-
erness,” both dangerous and 
fascinating, that America iden-
ti$ed in his dandyism. In 1882, 
an unknown British paper 
published four caricatures that 
traced Wilde’s career before and 
a"er his tour in America, includ-
ing a cartoon of “!e American 
lady who purchased our Oscar’s 
tresses and ‘banged the chignon’ 
with them.” “Sure I just bought it 
because I knew it was Irish,” she 
was depicted saying, referring to 
a wig made from the hair Wilde 
cut o# in the previous image.2  
As this drawing illustrates, Wil-
de’s Irish hair came to simultane-
ously embody a distinctive racial 
identity (deemed inferior by ra-
cial pseudoscience) and an aura 
of fashionability. !rough the 
act of appropriating something 
identi$ed as “Irish” and claiming 
it for fashion, Wilde’s aesthet-
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ic-dandyism was transformed 
into the mark of a racialized 
“other.” Wilde’s Irish identity and 
his androgynous style were also 
con%ated in the pejorative com-
mentary on Wilde published 
in American publications such 
as the San Francisco Chronicle, 
Harper’s Weekly, and Life Maga-
zine. 

 !e use made of Wilde’s 
Irish identity is particularly im-
portant given the historical con-
text of these commentaries. At 
this time, Irish immigrants and 
African Americans faced many 
of the same negative stereotypes. 
According to Gwen Sharp,

In many cases the same 
negative characteristics at-
tributed to Africans and Af-
rican Americans (sloth, im-
morality, destructiveness) 
were o"en also associated 
with the Irish. In fact, some 
scientists believed the Irish 
were, like Africans, more 
closely related to apes than 
to other Europeans, and in 
some cases in the U.S., Irish 
immigrants were classi$ed 
as Blacks, not Whites.3

To illustrate how African Amer-
icans and Irish immigrants were 
similarly subjected to dehuman-

izing racial stereotypes, Sharp 
points to nineteenth-century 
political cartoons that portray 
Irish men with famine relief 
money as violent and apelike.4 
!is set of stereotypes was used 
to denigrate Irish identity. For 
example, in Life Magazine, dat-
ed 11 May 1893, there is a mon-
key dressed in a bib, eating with 
utensils in a zoo chamber.5 !e 
cartoon reads: “We’ve dared to 
call the monkeys in the Zoo by 
Irish names.”6 Sharp argues that 
the dehumanizing depictions of 
the Irish as drunk and infantile 
derived from Charles Darwin’s 
theories of evolution, which 
were used by many profession-
als and leading scholars to justify 
racism in the 1800s. Here the de-
piction of the Irish as “monkeys 
in a zoo” is a shorthand for evo-
lutionary inferiority, an insult 
that becomes associated with the 
$gure of the aesthete.

Californian newspaper 
commentaries during and a"er 
his April 1882 visit character-
ized Wilde in a way similar to 
the caricatured Irishman of Life. 
Although Wilde dressed in a 
cosmopolitan, high art, aesthetic 
manner throughout his lecture 
tour, he was nonetheless pre-
sented as an apelike $gure, as in 
this 1897 article from the San 
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Francisco Chronicle, “Bohemian 
Experiences of Oscar Wilde and 
Sir Samuel Blake”:

And, so, in the course of 
time, Oscar Wilde was 
regarded in about the same 
light as the wild men of 
Borneo. His keeper had 
made a binding agree-
ment with Oscar… he was 
valuable to his keeper as 
an object of curiosity. He 
should not cut his hair until 
the expiration of his con-
tract. He might dine out, 
but on those occasions he 
was to appear in his esthetic 
costume—knee breeches, 
velvet coat, silver-buckled 
shoes and lace ruSes.7

Here, author Dan O’Connell ra-
cializes Wilde (“about the same..
as the wild men of Borneo”) 
and portrays him as a degen-
erate animal: he has a “keeper.” 
O’Connell’s depiction relies on 
Wilde’s membership of a colo-
nized people and his ambiguous 
gender presentation. By refer-
ring to Wilde as a caged $gure 
with little agency, O’Connell 
renders him a spectacle synon-
ymous with popular American 
freak shows - and puns crudely 
on a real act called the “Wild 

Men of Borneo,” which featured 
two brothers, born in 1825 and 
1827, who were considered 
“dwarf ” and took part in Amer-
ican traveling exhibitions. !ese 
ideas  clearly underscore the 
heavy racial and colonial atti-
tudes towards dandyism, Irish-
men, and their joint relationship 
to primitivism.

Similarly, an 1882 series of 
trading cards caricatures Wil-
de as alternately Irish, Dutch, 
American, African American 
and Chinese.8 !e Dutch, white-
haired Wilde is surrounded by 
sun%owers and lilies; the card 
reads “Strike me with a sun %ow-
er,” and money signs decorate 
the %ower and vase.9 !e Irish 
Wilde is adorned in a stereotyp-
ical green coattail, with red hair 
and a top hat and the words, 
“Begorra and I belave I am Oscar 
himself.”10 !e African Amer-
ican $gure, dressed in a white 
frock with a blue bow, loving-
ly holds and kisses a lily, saying 
in vernacular: “Ise gwine for lo 
wushup dat lily lease it sembles 
me.”11 From the Irish pastoral to 
the Southern plantation, these 
cards suggest a relationship be-
tween Wilde’s Irish identity and 
slave labor, sun%ower and cash 
crop. Out of all the prints, the 
African American $gure is the 
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most e#eminate: his hands are 
on his hips and his lips are full 
and pink. !e declared “sem-
blance” between the lily and 
the $gure imbues this blackface 
Wilde with a feminized, virgin-
al sexuality. !ese cards demean 
Wilde’s persona by associating 
him with femininity; in a par-
allel process, they also de%ate 
Wilde’s cosmopolitan image. As-
sociating Wilde with degrading 
caricatures of the minstrel $gure 
ridicules the aesthete’s supposed 
high-class pretensions, instead 
placing the dandy within a dis-
tinctly “othered” category of de-
generate style.

Wilde’s racialization fore-
shadowed the later adoption of 
the $gure of the dandy by the 
New Negro Movement in the 
twentieth century. Decades a"er 
Wilde’s tour of America, as the 
Harlem Renaissance took hold 
in New York City, the New Negro 
movement, consisting of black 
intellectuals, artists, and pro-
fessionals, sought to assert new 
black identities. !is included 
the $gure of the new black dan-
dy. Similar to the Wildean dan-
dy, the black dandy had a highly 
distinct and stylized sensibility: 
he wore tailored, decorated suits 
that hyperbolized upper-class 
business attire, experiment-

ed with bold colors, and mis-
matched prints. As with Wilde 
before him, the black dandy, too, 
inspired controversy, especially 
in African American communi-
ties.

While the New Negro 
Movement and the Harlem 
Renaissance strove to reinvent 
and upli" the black race to a 
bourgeois respectability, the 
dandy character was o"en seen 
as a “race traitor” that worked to 
“ful$ll the wish of racial tran-
scendence… as a mode of white 
aspiration/identi$cation.”12 
Members of the black literati did 
not want to associate with black 
dandyism, which was perceived 
as a “Post-Victorian” and white 
“bohemian world of aesthetics, 
excess and sexual freedom.”13 As 
Monica Miller puts it: “a dandy 
is a kind of embodied, animated 
sign system that deconstructs 
given and normative categories 
of identity (elite, white, mascu-
line, heterosexual, patriotic) and 
reperforms them in a manner 
more in keeping with his o"en 
avant-garde visions of society 
and self.” 14

Miller also draws a diasporic 
trajectory of the relationship be-
tween black slaves and fashion, 
which challenges American ide-
als of race, class, and gender. She 
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writes:

Whether [Africans arriving 
in the Americas] were to 
become house slaves, $eld 
hands, or urban blacks used 
as domestics, apprentices, 
or managers, their new lives 
nearly always began with 
the issuance of new clothes.  
!e clothing was frequently 
modi$ed and augmented 
by the enslaved to indicate 
their ideas about the rela-
tionship between slavery, 
servitude and subjectivity.  
When racialized as black, 
the dandy’s extravagance or 
tastefully reserved bodily 
display signi$es well be-
yond obsessive self-fash-
ioning and play with social 
hierarchies.15

Moreover, Miller writes that 
black dandies “as queer or 
quare performative beings… 
are creatures of inventions who 
continually and characteristical-
ly break down limiting identity 
markers and propose new, more 
%uid categories within which to 
constitute themselves.”16 !us, 
by using fashion to assert new 
identities, the dandy character 
became a medium for queer Af-
rican American men to recreate 

themselves--a trend that contin-
ued from the post-Reconstruc-
tion era and through the New 
Negro Movement of the 1920s 
Harlem Renaissance into con-
temporary culture, as in Isaac 
Julien’s Looking for Langston 
and the work of artist/photogra-
pher Ike Ude. 

!e black dandy appropri-
ated the $gure of the European 
dandy to overtly imitate aristo-
crats in order to disentangle and 
remap black social identities that 
interrelate sexuality and race to-
gether. Wilde’s racialized dandy-
ism was an insult leveled by his 
opponents; for the black dandy, 
however, it was a mark of racial 
assertion. Moreover, the black 
dandy, like Wilde’s $ctional dan-
dies from !e Picture of Dorian 
Gray to An Ideal Husband, blurs 
the lines of gender, class, and 
race and re-performs them in 
order to present new possibili-
ties of identity. According to Eli-
sa Glick, in “subverting this cult 
of authenticity, the black dan-
dy o#ers himself as a theoret-
ical way out of the double bind 
of modern African-American 
identity…. [by embracing] the 
contradictions of modernity.” 
!e black dandy develops what 
Glick calls “a characteristically 
African-American idiom that 
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combines the elemental energy 
of primitivism and the stylized 
modernity and arti$ciality of 
decadence.”17

!e Harlem Renaissance 
precipitated the adoption of 
racial and sexual stereotypes 
previously attached to Wilde 
during his 1882 American tour. 
!e stigmas which dogged 
Wilde were transmuted into 
conscious acts of de$ance. New 
forms of dandyism emerged 
from African American culture 
that de$ed sexual and racial ide-
als of respectability. !e dandy-
ism of the Harlem Renaissance 
coopted Wilde’s dandyism by 
emphasizing the agency of in-
dividuals within the movement, 
rather than external stereotypes. 
!e dandy contradicts, chal-
lenges, and reformulates rigid 
and normalized classi$cations 
of gender, class, and race. Oscar 
Wilde’s dandyism, although 
harshly denigrated, provided a 
platform on which subsequent 
minority cultures could facili-
tate change. ☐ 

!is essay is an abridged version 
of the research paper ‘From Bun-
thorne to the Black Dandy: Oscar 
Wilde’s Aesthetic Legacy’ sponsored 
by the Ahmanson Foundation and 
William Andrews Clark Memorial 
Library in Los Angeles, California. 

Jonathan Carmona and Jewel Pe-
reyra are from UCLA. Jonathan is 
an English major with an Educa-
tion Studies minor who is gradu-
ating this year. Jewel majored in 
American Literatures and Cultures 
and Women’s Studies and graduat-
ed in 2013.
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I’d like to start with a quotation. 
You said, “every American ex-
cept the very poorest has an ob-
jective and appreciable interest 
in the continuing exploitation 
of the rest of the world, the si-
phoning o% of resources so as to 
support a disproportionate level 
of comfort here.” You talk about 
how inaction is built in to the 
system we inhabit. Given the in-
terests that the American public 
have in continuing this exploita-
tion, how can they be expected to 
take any action?

I don’t believe that people always 
act on their self interest, at least 
in a crude and absolute way. I 

mean humanitarianism is a real-
ity, for example.  Humanitarian-
ism should not be understood as 
always self interested, although 
sometimes it is. It certainly has 
been in American foreign poli-
cy on any number of occasions. 
I also have a dialectical view of 
history and, I suppose, of social 
action. !at is, I think there are 
impulses, even within consum-
erism, which would encourage 
people to recognise the political 
meaning in their acts of individ-
ual, seemingly private consump-
tion, and also want to fashion, by 
acts of consumption, a di#erent 
self than the self they otherwise 
put up with for the time being. 
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!e locavore or “eat local” move-
ment is an example.  It involves 
people being willing to forsake 
certain things to which they 
have access in the marketplace 
in order to live more sustain-
ably, according to their ethical 
principles. It’s not a reason for 
immense hopefulness, but it’s 
something. !at impulse $nds a 
certain support in the asceticism 
which is, going back to Max We-
ber, one of the founding impulses 
of the capitalist system: delayed 
grati$cation. It’s not a solution in 
its own right, of course.  But it’s a 
reminder that capitalism has its 
internal contradictions. On the 
one hand, we are asked by cap-
italism to be hedonists and buy 
all the (excessive, unnecessary) 
things the system produces.  On 
the other hand, we’re asked by 
capitalism to be ascetics, to delay 
our grati$cation and to fashion 
ourselves and so on. !ese de-
mands are at war with each other 
and at the point where they pull 
in di#erent directions, there are 
possibilities for politics to hap-
pen.

I guess this ties in to your whole 
idea of the ‘sweatshop sublime,’ 
which you describe as a moment 
of enlightened consumer con-
sciousness.  In your essay on the 

subject, you talk about how for 
any internationalist anti-global-
ization politics to emerge, such 
a moment  needs to manifest it-
self in a meaningful way. What’s 
your diagnosis?

!ere are times when I feel en-
couraged and there are times 
when I feel extremely discour-
aged. !ere are times when I 
feel that people, in this country 
in particular, are extraordinarily 
provincial, and unaware of the 
way decisions that are made here 
have consequences on people 
living in other places. It’s like we 
say to ourselves, I have enough to 
worry about just feeding my fam-
ily, I’m not gonna worry about 
that; I’ll let them worry about it. 
!ese are discouraging thoughts, 
obviously. It may be, down and 
dirty, that we won’t think about it 
unless we get a very strong push 
from somewhere else. It’s possi-
ble that in the decline of Amer-
ican hegemony, there is a sort of 
hope for global justice. !ere’s 
certainly no guarantee. !e idea 
that the US would be replaced 
by a new global hegemon, say 
China, is no guarantee anything 
would be fairer, even for the 
Chinese. But there are moving 
parts, there’s lots of rising and 
falling going on, and within that 
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it seems to me it’s at least worth 
making some kind of e#ort.

In your book as well as in the 
social sciences at large, the term 
‘toothless liberalism’ seems to 
be thrown around a lot, almost 
to the point of it being a kind of 
joke. What do you make of this?

It’s certainly an argument that is 
made about cosmopolitanism a 
lot, that it’s toothless.  How many 
divisions does it have?  Never 
enough, right?  How much real 
power lies behind it? So that’s 
one sense of toothless liberal-
ism. !e other one is the sense 
in which liberal cosmopolitan-
ism is toothless, in that people 
feel like they’ve done their duty 
when they’re nice to people who 
look di#erent or talk di#erent or 
eat di#erent food, and by eating 
di#erent food they’re somehow 
making themselves world citi-
zens. I don’t think that actually 
accomplishes anything.

I guess I meant toothless in 
reference to the wider liberal 
American public, which seems 
to champion the whole idea of 
‘tolerance’. In the documentary 
about Edward Said and Daniel 
Barenboim’s East West Divan or-
chestra, Barenboim condemned 

the term, saying that tolerance 
means accepting while saying 
“although”. It doesn’t imply step-
ping out of oneself. It’s a bit per-
functory. 

I’m not a fan of tolerance among 
other things because it can be a 
little condescending. It’s not a 
word that I use. I’m not against it, 
but it’s not part of my program.

You said, I think, in your essay 
‘Blaming the System’, that igno-
rance isn’t an excuse anymore 
with the rise of media-technol-
ogy. Do you place any hope in 
that?

Yeah, I do. !e people who’ve 
done polls have discovered 
somewhat dishearteningly that 
most people will use the Inter-
net to $nd opinions that are like 
the ones that they already hold 
rather than expose themselves to 
views that are di#erent. But  even 
if that’s true, it doesn’t mean it’s 
going to stay true. !e technol-
ogy is there for people to listen 
to and hear other voices. I’m not 
enough of a media person to be 
able to say what kind of a change 
would be necessary in order for 
that technology to do the work 
that I think it can do, but I do 
believe it can help. I think it will 
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depend on your generation, not 
on my generation.  You  guys are 
born into this.

Perhaps not as much as you 
think! I’d like to segue into talking 
a bit about the role of the intel-
lectual.  You’ve talked in some of 
your essays about how activism 
can give way to a certain kind of 
self-aggrandizement, and I was 
wondering how you locate that 
within the academy itself?

I don’t believe that to do the work 
of a literary critic well is to be-
come an activist. To do the work 
of a literary critic well is to do 
the work of a literary critic. It’s to 
talk in an interesting way about 
literature or culture more gen-
erally. I don’t think that there’s 
a natural connection with activ-
ism. It’s a temptation for people 
[academics] to think that they 
have ful$lled all their citizenly 
duties by doing the work that 
they have to do anyway in order 
to get paid. !at’s a very com-
forting thought but it’s not the 
way things work. So, if you want 
to be an activist - some people 
are good at it, some people want 
to do it - you’ll probably have to 
$nd something you can do out-
side the university. I mean, I’m 
not against certain themes of ac-

tivism which are really intrinsic 
to the university - the protection 
of fellow scholars for example, as 
in the MLA resolution which is 
being voted on right now. !at’s 
certainly something that calls 
for activism within the universi-
ty by scholars. Or guaranteeing 
more or less fair wages and de-
cent working conditions for the 
very large number of non-tenure 
track faculty who now work in 
universities.  !ese are obvious 
things that should generate ac-
tivism in universities. But even 
then, I hope people will do more 
than two things.

But in terms of those people who 
seek to ful#l a public intellectual 
role, in say, the vein of Edward 
Said, or  Slavoj &i'ek, renounc-
ing capitalism at large - how 
far do you think these denunci-
ations actually get outside the 
academy? Do you think they 
transgress the boundaries of the 
ivory tower?

I’m quite optimistic about that 
actually. Said is a good example, 
but if you want an even more 
dramatic one, take someone like 
Noam Chomsky. Chomsky is, if 
not the most famous intellectual 
in the world, then certainly one 
of them, and he did something 
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that I hope the younger genera-
tion will aspire to emulate, that 
is to say, at least those who are 
going to become scholars. He 
took a reputation that he had ac-
quired in the academy, a kind of 
a prestige based on his achieve-
ments in the academy in linguis-
tics, which had nothing to do, at 
all, with the public. To quote Sar-
tre, he got involved in stu# that 
was not his a#air. No-one was 
asking him to talk about it. And 
he did it very well, using a kind 
of training and a kind of access 
to resources of information that 
not everybody has, and an abil-
ity to express himself that pre-
sumably all of us as academics 
have some degree of. He turned 
that, through very hard work 
and commitment, into his sta-
tus as number one public intel-
lectual in the world. Same story 
with Said.  Said started his career 
simply as a very brilliant literary 
scholar.

Apparently he taught no class-
es on the Middle East his entire 
time at Columbia.

No, he never did. I had the good 
fortune to take a class at Harvard 
with him while I was a grad stu-
dent. He never talked about that 
at all. His course was on theories 

of the origin of language. But 
he clearly had trained himself 
to speak and write. He probably 
had, to some extent, to speak and 
write in a less academic way in 
order to do that, but there was 
a certain amount of training, a 
certain amount of capital, if you 
like, that he could use, that he 
could cash in on, in order to get 
himself heard on a more pub-
lic stage, and that’s what he did.  
!at’s something that people can 
do on a smaller scale, with, you 
know, an op-ed for your local 
newspaper. You don’t realize how 
good you are at doing things that 
most people are not good at. You 
don’t realize until you try it.

With that in mind, what do you 
think of Said’s notion of the intel-
lectual as  #rst and foremost an 
oppositional #gure?

I am not a big believer in the in-
tellectual speaking truth to pow-
er, as I tried very feebly and tim-
idly to say to him when he gave 
me the ‘Representations of the 
Intellectual’ lectures to look over 
right before delivering them 
publicly. !ere’s no answer in 
that to the question of why pow-
er would listen. So if you want 
a theory of the intellectual, you 
need a theory of the intellectual 
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I am not a big believer in the intellectu-
al speaking truth to power. There’s no 

answer to why power would listen.

as situated in a social landscape, 
not as a heroic isolated individ-
ual somehow facing a Power 
with a capital P. I think we need 
a much more detailed notion of 
where power is located, rather 
than a kind of mythic one, and 
we need a much less mythic idea 
of the heroic, isolated individu-
al. !is applies to Orwell as well. 
On a certain level, maybe every-
one wants to be the lonely hero 
standing up to power, the guy 
standing in front of the tank in 
Tiananmen Square or whatever.  
But where are all the other peo-

ple? We need a model which in-
cludes all the other people.

If I’m right, that’s what you 
were trying to say in your essay 
‘Said and E%ort,’ where you were 
talking about how Said does 
have a mode of belonging; he is 
situated within a landscape, that 
of the Western academy, despite 
any of his protestations to the 
contrary. But on the subject of 
Orwell - what role is he going 
play in your upcoming project?

I’m fascinated by an episode in 
Orwell’s life which hasn’t been 
much talked about. In 1942-43, 
he worked for the BBC World 
Service, and was in the po-
sition of trying to talk South 
Asians into joining the war e#ort 
against the Nazis. As  he realized, 
this was a very, very hard sell, be-
cause they knew their colonizers 
up close and personal, but who 
were the Nazis to them? !e Na-
zis hadn’t done anything to them, 
whereas the British had put a lot 
of them in jail, and some of Or-
well’s friends whom he asked to 

be on the show with him said - 
George (or Eric), why should I 
do this for the colonial power?  
!is goes back in a way to the 
Eat Local stu#, the question of 
what one eats. I have found some 
very strange elements in those 
radio broadcasts having to do 
with rationing.   Orwell is much 
too enthusiastic about rationing, 
to the point where some of his 
bosses in the Ministry of Infor-
mation actually censored him.  
!ey thought, no one is going 
to believe this, that you’re saying 
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the population is so happy about 
rationing. And I make a connec-
tion between those broadcasts, 
and the enthusiasm he expressed 
for rationing, with arguments he 
made earlier, about how if you 
want anti-fascist solidarity - if 
you want solidarity between the 
British working class and the In-
dian equivalent - you’re going to 
have to demonstrate that people 
in England are willing to level 
out the access to resources be-
tween themselves and Indians, 
which at this point is something 
like twelve to one. If even work-
ers in She'eld are enjoying so 
much higher of standard of liv-
ing than the Indians I’m talking 
to, how am I going to get the 
Indians on our side? Answer: 
you’re going to have to demon-
strate, to the Indians, that even 
people in She'eld - let alone 
people in the more prosperous 
South - are willing to live on less. 
I want to argue-- and no one else 
has said this to my knowledge-- 
that because of the solidarity 
of the war e#ort, Orwell could 
draw the conclusion that if the 
British are willing to live on less 
during the war e#ort, they might 
do the same again for the reasons 
of global justice, global solidari-
ty.  Global justice might provide 
a moral equivalent to war.  Other 

motives might lead in the same 
direction-- a more equitable re-
source distribution. Anyway, 
that’s my piece on Orwell.

Raymond Williams famously 
characterized Orwell as both 
‘exile and vagrant’, and I think 
this is a really important idea to 
bear in mind when considering 
Orwell’s work. Orwell came from 
the social milieu of the English 
upper middle class, but his com-
mitment to democratic socialism 
saw him shun these ties. To what 
extent do you see vagrancy as a 
prerequisite to preaching about 
social equality? Is Orwell’s ex-
ample one to emulate?

No. No. I think a simple no is 
probably the only answer. I mean 
it worked for him. !at’s great.  It 
gave us a heroic $gure and a he-
roic set of stories which continue 
to inspire people, and I’m glad 
they do.  But you can get there by 
many, many di#erent routes. I’m 
a little bit suspicious of the idea 
that you have to sacri$ce your-
self, you have to pay with your 
own life and your own comfort 
in order to act in a committed 
way, in order to have any e#ect 
on the world, in order to be be-
lievable when you speak about 
justice in the world.
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It’s too Christian?

Markedly Christian, I think.

!ere is a certain asceticism in-
volved in it. But the reason the 
idea really interested me is that 
in the UK - in his time as now, 
I’m sure - the term ‘champagne 
socialism’ comes up a lot, and I 
think to an extent you can ex-
tend that to a lot of people within 
the academy who preach ideals. 
What do you make of that whole 
term?

Well, I think it’s unfair to a lot 
of people who don’t have cham-
pagne every day. Here in the US 
we have versions of the same 
thing. I’m thinking of the so-
called trust fund hipster, for ex-
ample.  People are trying to rein-
vent themselves, and sometimes 
in quite interesting ways, accord-
ing to interesting principles, and 
have a little bit of family money 
behind them enabling them to 
do that. !ere’s a very, very long 
history in which independent in-
comes have contributed to what 
are sometimes very good caus-
es. I mean, how did Karl Marx 
stay alive? It was other people’s 
money. He worked very hard, 
he wrote his paper articles and 
so on, but if it hadn’t been for - 

not mainly his own family’s, al-
though a little bit of own family’s 
too - Kapital would not have got-
ten written. I’m really interested 
in the rentier as a $gure. !is is 
not the same as champagne so-
cialism. !is is a word we don’t 
even know how to pronounce!  - 
it’s a French word meaning living 
o# unearned income. We don’t 
have our own.

As it turns out, Orwell was 
fascinated by this $gure. I wrote 
something about this in PMLA’s 
issue on work. Orwell  saw it 
all around him.  He didn’t say 
champagne socialism, but he 
did certainly talk about people 
who lived o# unearned income. 
At the moment when he wrote  
!e Road to Wigan Pier, he 
thought it ought to be possible 
to make a cross-class alliance 
between hardworking people 
of the working class and hard-
working people of the middle 
class, against people who basi-
cally could live o# unearned in-
come. !e rentiers were not just 
the aristocracy but also middle 
class, bourgeois people living o# 
their investments. I’m fascinat-
ed by the fact that so much of 
the discrepancy in income and 
wealth these days depends on 
inherited wealth, yet we have 
not managed to politicise the 
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$gure of the rentier, the $gure 
of the person living o# interest 
from bank accounts and stocks 
and bonds and so on. 

I wanted to talk about your re-
cent work in regards to Isra-
el. Your #lm Some of My Best 
Friends Are Zionists was sort 
of an endeavor to separate the 
terms, or the association be-
tween, Zionism and being Jew-
ish in the United States. Do you 
think there’s any hope to  do that 
in a meaningful way in light of 
institutions like AIPAC?

Yeah! I’m glad you asked, be-
cause in this context I can real-
ly emphasize my hopefulness. 
!at’s what my little documen-
tary is about. !ere really is a 
change that has happened, and is 
continuing to happen, in Amer-
ican Jewish opinion. !ere are 
lots and lots of signs of it. One 
of them is the emergence of a 
kind of anti-AIPAC lobbying 
group called J Street, which can 
do some of the work that AIPAC 
does, except for di#erent causes. 
!ere are political battles that 

AIPAC has lost lately and very 
visibly lost, like wanting us to 
bomb Iran. !ey were basical-
ly told - Sorry, we’re not gonna 
make policy based on what you 
want. And then there are lots 
and lots and lots of very small 
signs of young people in partic-
ular who have been raised with 
the heritage of the civil rights 
movement, and who are apply-
ing the principles of the civil 
rights movement to the Middle 
East also, something which in 
my generation absolutely had 
not happened. So you’ll $nd peo-

ple, sixteen year olds even, who 
when they think of Israel think 
of human rights violations rath-
er than thinking of socialism and 
kibbutzim.  !ey’re associating 
Israel with bad behaviour. And 
that seems to me to have crept 
into  many, many media areas 
and into public opinion.  Frank-
ly, I think the champions of Is-
rael-right-or-wrong are scared.  
!ey feel like they’re starting to 
lose their hold on the next gen-
eration. And I think they’re right 
to be scared, because they are.  
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of Israel think of human rights viola-
tions, not socialism and kibbutzim.
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!ey should draw conclusions 
and behave di#erently.

!at sounds heartening.

Sorry if that’s too heartening. 

!at doesn’t really sound like a 
paradigm shi" though, it sounds 
more like a de-escalation.

It’s pretty gradual. I mean I’d like 
to see it happen faster. !ere are 
a lot of things that are sayable 
that ten or twenty years ago were 
not sayable.

But do you think that this move-
ment is too lethargic, given the 
fact that Israeli settlements keep 
expanding?

I think dialectically, for better 
for worse - it’s my heritage.  So 
I think that the fact that Israel 
has just kept stealing Palestin-
ian land shamelessly and playing 
the American government for 
fools, increasing the settlements 
and the land the"s and the land 
the"s and the settlements, what-
ever they say they just keep grab-
bing more and more land - as 
many people have said, they’ve 
killed the two state solution. !e 
two state solution is no longer vi-
able. And that’s bad in a way, but 

in another way it means that all 
of a sudden the one state solu-
tion is really on the agenda, by 
default. Only because they’ve 
behaved so badly that they’ve 
shut o# an avenue which many 
people would have embraced. I 
myself, some years ago, not ten 
years ago, might have just said, 
OK, go back to the green line, go 
back to the borders of 1967, have 
two states, it’s not really fair, but 
maybe it’s the best that the Pales-
tinians are gonna do. Now, peo-
ple like me are saying: it has to be 
one country, one man one vote, 
a country of all its citizens on an 
equal basis. !at’s more radical 
than the two state solution. 

I guess my last question in order 
to round stu% o% concerns your 
work in regards to the MLA boy-
cott of Israel. Firstly, how does 
that #t into your conception of 
cosmopolitanism, and secondly, 
what’s your progress on that?

!e resolution is being voted on 
from now I guess till May. !e 
resolution is a mild and reason-
able and academically-centered 
resolution: it does not ask for a 
boycott, it just asks for the MLA 
to speak with the State Depart-
ment about discrimination that 
the State Department itself ac-
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knowledges has been commit-
ted against scholars with Arab 
names  who try  to teach or do 
research or attend a conference 
in the occupied territories. It’s 
interesting, there’s an article in 
today’s Haaretz in which the Is-
raelis have apparently agreed to 
stop discriminating in exchange 
for some kind of special visa sta-
tus. !is is hysterically funny as 
far as I’m concerned.  !e Israe-
lis are freely admitting to exactly 
the kind of discrimination that, 
according to the people who are 
arguing against the resolution, 
was not happening. It really does 
boggle the mind when you hear 
people, as I heard at the MLA - 
Cary Nelson, Russell Berman, 
people like that - say, “!ere 
is no discrimination, you have 
no evidence of discrimination.” 
And then the Israeli government 
comes out and admits that it is 
discriminating. I call on them 
to draw conclusions from the 
Haaretz article of today. Are 
they not discriminating even if 
they say they’re discriminating? 
Is that good enough evidence 
for you? It seems that the Isra-
el-right-or-wrong people simply 
won’t take anything as evidence 
of Israeli misconduct.

I think when dealing with that 

kind of dogmatism, with the Is-
rael ‘right or wrong’ people, or 
indeed the Israeli government, 
you can’t try and look for consis-
tency.

You can look but you won’t $nd 
it. ☐

Bruce Robbins is a professor in the 
department of  English & Compara-
tive Literature at Columbia Univer-
sity. His most recent book is entitled 
Perpetual War: Cosmopolitanism 
from the Viewpoint of Violence.
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Two social groups emerge 
amidst the mythic geogra-

phy of Herman Melville’s nar-
rative journey, “!e Paradise 
of Bachelors and the Tartarus 
of Maids,” each to the other’s 
exclusion. Both the producers 
and the consumers (the maids 
and the bachelors respectively) 
sustain an exploitative form 
of urban industrialization, 
although temporally removed 
from one another. !is 1855 
short story seems to anticipate 
Karl Marx’s seminal critique 
of industrialization published 
almost a decade later. In Marx’s 
conception, industrialization 
bifurcates society into two 

distinct and equally perverse 
classes—a capitalist bourgeoisie 
and an exploited proletariat. 
Melville captures both as his 
diptych narrative geographical-
ly divides these classes: lavish 
bachelors carouse in “Paradise” 
and oppressed maids labor in 
“Tartarus.” !e opposing worlds 
are simultaneously connect-
ed and severed by paper: this 
commodity circulates and links 
the two narrative spaces, yet 
the bachelors’ demand for it 
necessitates the maidens’ subju-
gation. While Melville’s denun-
ciation of the exploitation of 
the maid-laborers falls under a 
Marxist framework, he does not 
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strictly operate within its mate-
rialist epistemology. !rough its 
aesthetic and mythic discourse, 
Melville’s story investigates the 
place of literature in a mech-
anized society where “under-
valu[ing] art is…the custom.”1 
Melville extends the Marxist 
concern with the exploitation 
of the worker’s corporeal expe-
rience to the degradation of the 
artist’s creative opportunity, and 
ultimately questions the e'cacy 
of literature in an increasingly 
capitalist world.

!e crux of  Marxist politi-
cal economy lies in the theories 
of surplus-value and the circu-
lation of commodities, both of 
which are tied to the exploita-
tion of human labor. In Kapital, 
Marx argues that workers instill 
more value in the commodities 
they produce than what they 
are paid, and the result - sur-
plus-value - is the residual pro$t 
the capitalists retain. Marx 
points to the development of 
machines as “a means for pro-
ducing surplus-value.”2  With 
the advent of industrialization, 
machinery organized within 
the factory system “augments 
the number of human beings 
who form the material for 
capitalistic exploitation”. 3 !is 
idea is particularly salient, as 

Marx proceeds to argue that the 
workers become systematically 
appropriated by the production 
process; they are “automaton[s],” 
“instrument[s] of labor,” and the 
tools that fuel the surplus-val-
ue driven machine.4 Marx 
abhors this capitalist desire to 
in$nitely maximize individual 
surplus-value, as this process 
simultaneously institutionalizes 
and normalizes oppression of 
the working class.  

!e exploitation persists 
outside the factory in the cir-
culation of the commodities 
(objects) the workers produce. 
!e value of commodities in 
the market should correspond 
directly to the value instilled by 
human labor, but Marx claims 
the central problem with the 
capitalist system arises when 
the commodities are valued 
more than their creative la-
bor. !e production process 
is completely abstracted from 
the purchased product, which 
disconnects the producer from 
the consumer and allows the 
capitalist to maximize the resul-
tant surplus-value in a “restless 
never-ending” cycle of pro$t 
seeking, and a “boundless greed 
a"er riches”. 5

Melville sends his narrator 
to a paper factory located in the 
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depths of Tartarus, where the 
description of the exploitation 
he $nds there can be seen as an 
instantiation of Marxist ideas. 
Here Melville seeks to expose 
the disturbing e#ects of indus-
trialization on the human body 
through the  dehumanization 
of the maiden factory workers, 
the result of a gargantuan paper 
machine. We see this most 
vividly in the narrator’s sublime 
response to the “iron animals”:

 “Machinery—that vaunted 
slave of humanity—here 
stood menially served by 
human beings, who served 
mutely and cringingly as 
the slave serves the Sultan. 
!e girls did not so much 
seem accessory wheels to 
the general machinery as 
mere cogs to the wheels.” 6 

Marx writes that the “mon-
strous” e#ects of industrial-
ization lie in “converting the 
workman into a living ap-
pendage of the machine”—in 
Tartarus, the maid-workers are 
reduced to “appendages” and 
silent “cogs” and their subjectiv-
ity is subsumed within the body 
mechanic.7 !e $nal line asserts 
a signi$cant distinction: the 
maids are not merely slaves to 

the tyrant-like machine, which 
would suggest that they retain 
a marginal sense of physical 
independence, but rather under 
Marx’s terms they become pas-
sive “tools” and “instruments” 
that fuel the machine, the only 
thing with any agency. 

!e maid-laborers’ own 
identities re%ect the very com-
modity they produce - blank 
paper - as it consumes them. 
“!e Tartarus of Maids” teems 
with imagery of e#acement: 
the women laborers are repeat-
edly described as “pallid girls” 
with “pallid faces” identical to 
the pallid paper they produce.8  
Melville emphasizes the work-
ers’ physical transformation in 
the narrator’s initial reaction to 
the paper mill. He writes, “At 
rows of blank-looking counters 
sat rows of blank-looking girls, 
with blank, white folders in their 
blank hands, all blankly folding 
blank paper”.9 !e overwhelm-
ing repetition of the shared 
descriptor “blank” enforces the 
idea that the girls and the paper 
are virtually indistinguishable as 
the maids take on its character-
istics, becoming blank, “empty 
form[s] without substance,” as 
they are literally converted into 
the object of their labor.10

Paper links the bache-
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lors and maids as it circulates 
through their respective ge-
ographies. Yet the production 
process undermines this con-
nection even as it establishes it. 
!e bachelors’ opulent lifestyle 
is implicitly fueled by the 
exploited maids in “Tartarus”: 
the bachelors are lawyers and 
“literary [men]” who rely on the 
continual use of paper.11 While 
the production and consequent 
consumption of paper brings 
these groups “together,” the 
bachelors are abstracted from 
the object’s production pro-
cess. !e way in which Melville 
yokes “Paradise” and “Tartarus” 
together reveals the vast dis-
tance between these two worlds. 
Structurally, he divides the 
narrative into two sections using 
a void of blank space which 
enacts the symbolic structure 
of the story on multiple levels. 
On the one hand, the separation 
lends materiality to the phys-
ical divide the narrator must 
traverse from the bachelors’ 
London home, up “bleak hills” 
and through “rapid waters” to 
reach the paper-mill.12 More 
subtly, however, the space—lit-
erally blank paper—is a physical 
manifestation of the maidens’ 
product: Melville impels us 
to confront the commodity 

in question before we join the 
narrator in the paper factory, 
a space the bachelors never 
access.

!e rags lying in the factory 
also tangibly link the capitalist 
bachelors to the laborers, yet the 
rags denote a physicality that is 
not a commodity, but a spatial 
necessity. !e rags arrive at the 
New England factory from all 
over the world—“[s]ome from 
the country round about; some 
from far over sea—Leghorn and 
London”. !e narrator re%ects, 
“’Tis not unlikely then… that 
among these heaps of rags there 
may be some old shirts, gath-
ered from the dormitories of the 
Paradise of Bachelors”. 13 !at 
is, the rags (and consequently, 
the paper) not only connect the 
maids and bachelors commer-
cially but also spatially:14 !e 
rags materially and bridge two 
worlds; however, this link only 
further oppresses the maids. !e 
rag-room is a “poisonous” place 
that clogs the girls’ lungs and 
serves as a continual remind-
er of the physical remnants of 
the capitalist society the maids 
serve. Re%ecting on the rag-
room the narrator comments, 
“So, through this consumptive 
pallors of this blank, raggy life, 
go these white girls to death”.16 
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!e bachelors’ raggy fragments 
are the capitalist system’s sole 
vestige in “Tartarus,” a vestige 
that dominates the workers’ 
“raggy” lives and paves the way 
to their death.

Human exploitation is not 
unique to industrialization, 
as Melville’s mythic language 
suggests. !e title introduces 
a narrative which echoes and 
re$gures myth; “Paradise” 
recalls the Garden of Eden and 
“Tartarus” evokes the Titan’s 
prison of classical mythology, 
both imagined places outside of 
the human grasp. Mythical and 
classical allusions permeate the 
story through characters like 
“Socrates”16 and “Cupid”, 17 and 
physical descriptions of each site 
as “the Temple” and “the Devil’s 
Dungeon” respectively.18 !ese 
ancient motifs coupled with the 
absence of any temporal mark-
ers indicate that the narrative 
is not pinned to any particular 
temporal or spatial context. !is 
implies that the literal events of 
the story—namely, the mech-
anized process of human ex-
ploitation—transcend a partic-
ular historic moment. An image 
from W.G. Sebald’s !e Rings of 
Saturn helps elucidate this: 

!e only purpose [the 

silkworm moth] has is to 
propagate… it lived in the 
open, le" to its own de-
vices, until man, having 
discovered its usefulness, 
was prompted to foster it… 
[If] we think back to the 
eighteenth century, it hard-
ly seems possible that even 
then, before the Industrial 
Age, a great number of peo-
ple, at least in some places, 
spent their lives with their 
wretched bodies strapped 
to looms made of wooden 
frames and rails, hung with 
weights, and reminiscent 
of instruments of torture 
or cages. It was a peculiar 
symbiosis which, perhaps 
because of its relatively 
primitive character, makes 
more apparent than any 
later form of factory work 
that we are able to maintain 
ourselves on this earth only 
by being harnessed to the 
machines we have invent-
ed.19

Marx, Melville, and Sebald all 
describe the way in which the 
body and the machine are fused 
in “peculiar symbiosis” to serve 
the process of production, yet 
here Sebald explicitly demon-
strates how this symbiosis is 
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not new. !e 18th century loom 
workers and the 19th century 
factory workers are analogous 
to the domesticated silkworms 
dating from 3,500 BC,  both 
forced into a system of oppres-
sion for economic production.20 
Melville understands that we 
are constantly beholden to the 
“machines” we create. A ques-
tion emerges: Does industrial-
ization exploit humans in a new 
or distinct way?

Melville’s story pushes 
Marx’s materialist argument 
further to investigate the 
unique exploitation of the 
mind through mechanization, 
a process latent in industrial 

production. Not only is paper 
the material object fueling the 
production process, but blank 
paper is also a symbol of the 
“human mind…something 
destined to be scribbled on”. 21 
Yet the minds of this world, like 
the bodies, are blank. !e whole 
factory is de$ned by this blank-
ness: “You make only blank 
paper; no printing of any sort, I 
suppose?” asks the narrator. “‘All 
blank paper, don’t you?’” Cupid 
responds, “Certainly; what else 
should a paper-factory make?” 
Fitting with the way the work-
ers internalize and take on the 
characteristics of their industrial 
product, the maids are rendered 
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silent throughout the entire 
story: even when the narrator 
asks one of the girls a question, 
she replies with a “face pale with 
work”—the maids are merely 
blank bodies, any cognitive 
function e#aced and replaced by 
work. !eir voices are “banished 
from the spot” and are trans-
ferred onto the “hum[ming]” 
machine. In this way, the “iron 
animal” machine takes on the 
life force of the workers, whose 
world it has rendered devoid 
of human thought. In Melville’s 
story, not only is the economic 
exploitation he depicts an object 
of critique in itself, but it also 
becomes a metaphor, and a 
mechanism, for the degenera-
tion of human ingenuity.

!is is not to say that the 
story implies that industrial-
ization eradicates all human 
intellect; rather, under this 
economic system, ingenuity 
declines, and with it artistic 
creation. Melville was particu-
larly interested in this concept: 
In a lecture given in 1859 he 
laments the dismissal of art, for 
“to undervalue art is perhaps 
somewhat the custom now. 
!e world has taken a practical 
turn, and we boast much of our 
progress, of our energy, of our 
scienti$c achievements—though 

science is beneath art, just as the 
instinct is beneath the reason.”22 

“Progress,” as Melville describes, 
is equated with technological 
and economic development; art 
and literature are not $gured in 
the process. 

!e character of Cupid—the 
overseer of the machines in the 
factory—holds the only form of 
intellectual capital featured in 
the story: technological knowl-
edge. When the narrator makes 
a comment about the length of 
the paper production process, 
Cupid leaps at the opportu-
nity to display his expertise: 
“‘Oh! Not so long,’ smiled the 
precocious lad, with a superi-
or and patronizing air; ‘only 
nine minutes’”. 23 Cupid guides 
the narrator and the reader 
through the paper factory, and 
his knowledge is considered 
“superior” to all others. !e 
narrative complicates this idea 
slightly, as the $gure of Cupid is 
farcical and cast as a “dimpled, 
red-cheeked…little fellow,” a 
“gold-$sh”. 24 !e narrator also 
comments on Cupid’s “strange 
innocence of cruel-heartedness” 
toward the maids, and notes 
that this hardness is shocking 
and “more tragical” than any 
sight throughout the factory—
more so than the exploitation 
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itself. 25 With this critical lan-
guage Melville simultaneously 
recognizes the utility of Cupid’s 
practical, mechanical knowledge 
within the factory system and 
condemns its inhuman limita-
tions.

Technology not only pos-
sesses all knowledge, but all 
form of invention, including 
reproduction. In “Tartarus” the 
women are all “pale virgins,” 
and their eligibility to work is 
contingent upon their inability 
to biologically reproduce. “We 
want none but steady workers,” 
the foreman of the paper-mill 
says, “twelve hours to the day, 
day a"er day, through the three 
hundred and sixty-$ve days… 
!at’s our rule… no married 
women”. 26 Here, the human 
body becomes a sterile machine; 
the female workers give their 
lives to the factory and their 
individual ability to reproduce 
is transferred onto the “iron 
animal.” !is idea is best illus-
trated through the organic and 
biological language associated 
with the factory. Upon his ar-
rival, the narrator immediately 
notices a “Blood River”27 that 
passes through the paper-mill. 
Later, the room where the paper 
is produced is characterized by 
“a strange, blood-like abdominal 

heat, as if here, true enough, 
were being $nally developed 
the germinous particles lately 
seen”.28 !e factory becomes 
a perverted system of natural 
reproduction, even while those 
who work there are de$ned by 
sterility. In such a system where 
oppression of the physical body 
parallels that of the mind, the 
machine successfully absorbs 
all forms of human creation and 
leaves them sterile.

It is not only “Tartarus” that 
is de$ned by sterility, but also 
the “Paradise” of the London 
bachelors. Just as the maids 
are all virgins, the bachelors 
willfully cloister themselves 
in a “Brethren of the Order of 
Celibacy,” separated from the fe-
male world, living celibate with 
“no wives or children to give 
an anxious thought”.29 Instead, 
the bachelors’ thoughts center 
on their lavish, excessive life-
style—a sharp contrast to life in 
the empty, toxic paper-mill. Not 
only are both groups are sterile, 
but the blank geographical space 
between the men and women 
severs and isolates each sphere. 
!ere is neither a desire nor 
possibility for human ingenuity 
or reproduction in either space: 
the only thing that connects 
these worlds is lifelessness, in 
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the form of blank paper.
!e sterility of the bachelors 
and the maids goes beyond their 
separate spheres: it is endem-
ic to, and engendered by, the 
capitalist structure the story sets 
up. !e only force within this 
system that can reproduce is 
the machine, but that machine 
creates nothing but blank paper, 
the embodiment of lifeless 
sterility. As Cupid informs 
the narrator, the paper in this 
world does not contain writing 
(“no printing of any sort”): the 
machine breeds blankness, and 
also eradicates the written word. 
“Now mark [the paper] with any 
word you please,” Cupid says to 
the narrator in order to demon-
strate the production process:

“Well, let me see,” said 
I, taking out my pencil; 
“come, I’ll mark it with 
your name.” Bidding me 
take out my watch, Cupid 
adroitly dropped the in-
scribed slip on an exposed 
part of the incipient mass… 
Slowly I followed the slip, 
inch by inch…and so, on, 
and on, and on…when, 
suddenly I saw a sort of pa-
per-fall, not wholly unlike a 
water-fall; a scissory sound 
smote my ear, as of some 

cord being snapped; and 
down dropped an unfolded 
sheet of perfect foolscap 
with my “Cupid” half faded 
out of it, and still moist and 
warm… here was the end 
of the machine.30

Coupled with the biological 
language likening the machine 
to a reproductive system (“moist 
and warm”), the sound of the 
“cord being snapped” evokes the 
cutting of the umbilical cord—
the machine is giving birth to 
the paper. Yet, here “birth” is 
inverted: the process of creation 
is one of deletion. !e machine’s 
process of erasure functions 
on multiple registers. !rough 
this process both the text and 
the act of writing are eliminat-
ed, as the “autocratic” machine 
literally removes the written 
word. Furthermore, erasing the 
word “Cupid,” a symbol of both 
classical mythology and human 
sexual connection, emphasiz-
es that industrial production 
squashes both human physical 
and imaginary reproduction. 
!e narrator’s $nal line quoted 
above, “here was the end of the 
machine,” identi$es the goal 
of the industrial process as the 
destruction of writing and art.       

 !is kind of artistic desola-
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tion is not limited to the ma-
chine - it reaches the narrator’s 
own system of thought.  As the 
narrator watches the blank pa-
per “continually dropping, drop-
ping” he thinks,  “All sorts of 
writings would be writ on those 
now vacant things—sermons, 
lawyers’ briefs, physicians’ pre-
scriptions, love-letters, marriage 
certi$cates, bills of divorce, 
registers of birth, death-war-
rants, and so on, without end”.31 
!e narrator sees the possibility 
of writing, but all the words that 
constitute this world for him are 
“practical” applications, com-
pletely devoid of any writing 
that is artistic or literary. Once 
“Cupid” has been wiped out, the 
narrator cannot even imagine a 
piece of literature being written 
or created. Melville laments 
this shi" in human value sys-
tems, where art is subordinated 
to—and in this case completely 
replaced by—technological 
progress.

“!e Paradise of Bachelors 
and the Tartarus of Maids” seeks 
to reveal the declining value 
of literature in a society fueled 
by industrial production by 
connecting it with widespread 
human exploitation. Melville’s 
story suggests that this phenom-
enon - oppression of the body 

and mind - collapses of human 
creative production. Melville 
creates a world in which indi-
viduals have lost the capacity to 
imagine and desire literature as 
part of the human experience. 
But he exposes the systemw 
as unsustainable. “Bachelors’ 
dinners, like bachelors’ lives, can 
not endure forever,” notes the 
narrator at the end of his lavish 
night in Paradise.32 !e indus-
trial system produces only ster-
ile blankness, hostile to the act 
of writing. Melville transmits his 
critique against the oppression 
of ideas in a narrative, aesthetic 
text deeply motivated by the 
desire to establish literature as a 
valuable purveyor of knowledge. 
☐
Marcela Johnson is an English and 
Economics major at Columbia Uni-
versity. She is graduating this year.
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How do you conceive of cosmo-
politanism in relation to the 
South Asian diaspora, today and 
in the past?

We need to imagine the Indian 
diaspora in all its complexity 
as intrinsically involved in the 
many streams of cosmopolitan 
experience that de$ne our lives. 
All the way from those who went 
as bonded labor to the Caribbean 
islands in the nineteenth century 
to writers and artists in the twen-
tieth century who have traveled 
in search of experience.  During 
the earlier years of the 1900s, the 
humanist ideal of a cosmopoli-
tan existence was something that 

was embraced by Tagore, and in-
deed other writers and thinkers. 
And perhaps in some ways this 
is a $tting way to counter the 
psychic violence of colonialism. 
I come from Kerala, on the south 
west coast of India. For centuries 
there was peaceful trade across 
the Indian Ocean, with Persia 
and Rome and other principali-
ties. And surely, in some way or 
other, these ancient voyages have 
le" their traces .

You have spoken a lot about 
crossing the Indian Ocean as 
a child, moving from India to 
Khartoum. How was that mo-
ment of crossing important to 
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you? How has it in$uenced how 
you see the world, particularly in 
your work?

You know, I see this $rst crossing 
as both a curse and a blessing. I 
turned $ve on the Indian Ocean. 
Something that happened to me, 
something I did not choose, and 
something I keep returning to 
again and again since I can nev-
er adequately give it voice. Per-
haps all writers have something 
of this sort in their lives, a place 
they keep returning to obsessive-
ly in order to unlock the emotion 
there - a wordless moment that 
may remain so for the rest of 
one’s life. Still the e#ort to make 
words ring out, however few 
they may be (and I am thinking 
of the lyric poem here), keeps us 
going. !at $rst crossing for me 
involved the loss of language and 
also place -- I remember turning 
$ve on the steamer and staring 
out at the immensity of the Indi-
an Ocean, into which somehow 
all that I knew had disappeared. 
And the clouds, the great mon-
soon clouds, I spent hours star-
ing at them. What did I gain? Bit 
by bit the feeling grew that one 
life was over laid by another, a 
feeling that the past was always 
implicated in the future. A pa-
limpsestic way of making sense 

that has remained with me and 
helps me structure my poems.

In the chapter “Language and 
Shame” in your biography Fault 
Lines, as well as elsewhere, you 
spoke about how learning to 
speak as part of an English ed-
ucation was an act of violence. 
Yet English is also the language 
you write in. How do you resolve 
that?  

I once called it ‘an intimate vio-
lence’. Not the language itself, but 
how my British tutor in Khar-
toum made me learn it [mak-
ing me repeat words to change 
my accent]. And that has always 
stayed with me. But it is also the 
language I love and out of which 
I mould my work. !e language 
of Shakespeare and Donne, but 
also a postcolonial one that, like 
millions of others in this global-
ized world, I have made my own. 
For me, English, far from being 
tightly sealed within its own 
walls, is akin to a great river into 
and out of which many other wa-
ters %ow.

If English is the lingua franca, 
is it irredeemably violent? What 
are the implications of this state 
of a%airs?
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I think things are changing with 
this era of globalization. Young 
people come from China to In-
dia to learn English. It’s become 
a world language, and people all 
over sense a great freedom in us-
ing it. At the same time it’s cru-
cial, as Ngugi wa !iong’o has 
so powerfully argued, to protect 
the other languages of the world 
- the minority languages if you 
wish, bound to region and place. 
Surely there is room in our world 
for many languages? And yet in-
evitably there is unevenness of 
power, radical inequities and 
languages %ow in and through 
this. It is striking to me that the 
Dalit [untouchable caste] activist 
Chandra Bhan Prasad in India, 
decided to make an [idol of a] 
Goddess [of] English, complete 
with cowboy hat, a goddess who 
would be celebrated on Lord 
Macaulay’s birthday -- he of 
the infamous Minute on Indian 
Education. Why a Goddess En-
glish? Because she could o#er 
the marginalized a way of edging 
out of the caste system that had 
oppressed them for centuries 
and a way into a better life, bet-
ter jobs.

Franz Fanon talks about a ‘zone 
of occult instability’ through 
which a culture of decoloniza-

tion emerges. You have written 
about dislocation and insta-
bility, notably in your memoir, 
‘Fault Lines.’ Do you #nd some-
thing productive in these mo-
ments? I’m thinking both on the 
creative level in your work, and 
also at a broader, political level.

!is is a very good question, and 
yes, perhaps I do $nd something 
deeply productive in these di'-
cult moments, a something that 
cries out for words. In part it 
surely has to do with my years 
growing up in India and also in 
Khartoum, those years of the 
struggle for democracy that sev-
eral of my friends were involved 
in. In India, the history of the 
Nationalist movement, and then 
the years of Emergency when 
Mrs. Gandhi took away civil lib-
erties. And poetry as what might 
help us live in a violent word.

You have lived in many cities 
and are currently based in New 
York. Can we conceive of metro-
politan areas as a kind of contact 
zone, and what does this mean? 

I have o"en thought of New York 
City as a place where my memo-
ries from di#erent continents can 
come and meet and jostle each 
other, a space of jagged, even 
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AU T O B I O G R A P H Y

Out of a porthole a child pokes her head.
Rocks prance under water,

Sunlight burns a hole in air
Fit for a house to fall through.

Palm trees dive into indigo.
Where is Kochi now?

Out on deck men raise glasses of cognac,
Women in chi#on saris

Giggle at the atrocious accents of the poor
Trapped in the holds with their tiny cooking stoves

And hunks of burlap to sleep in.
Between sari hems and polished toes,

!e child sees %ying $sh
Vomited by the sea—

Syllables lashed to their rainbow wings,
Tiny bodies twisting in heaps.

Sea salt clings to them.
!e sea has no custom, no ceremony.

It makes a theater for poetry,
For a voice that splits into two, three:

Drunken migrations of the soul.
No compass to the sea. !e sea is memory.

Meena Alexander
From Birthplace With Buried Stones
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ecstatic meeting. I once wrote a 
poem called ‘Indian April’ where 
I have Allen Ginsberg and the 
mystical poet Mirabai meeting 
each other in Central Park. I 
wanted them to meet each other, 
even though they are separated 
by several centuries. !e ethnic 
mixing we have in New York, the 
%ow of so many languages and 
ways of living, makes it iconic of 
the world as she is. Can one call 
the world she? Why not.

What is the role of space in your 
poetry? Can we conceive of poet-
ic space as a kind of contact zone 
as well?

What an excellent question.Yes 
indeed, in imagination each mo-
ment of the sensorium can open 
up as a world unto itself. Right 
now I am in the plane high over 
San Francisco. Brilliant sun-
light, water visible underneath.  
Sometimes I think of the poem 
as a singing space.  Where some-
thing else is caught. Like light, 
that adds nothing but changes 
everything. Perhaps the poem is 
an architecture one might share. 
A fragile architecture.

Your latest book of poetry, Birth-
place with Buried Stones, came 
out recently. Could you tell us a 

little about the poems in this col-
lection? 

Well it’s a book of journeys re-
ally. Several journeys. It begins 
with a poem called ‘Experimen-
tal Geography’ about the ques-
tions I was asked on my citizen-
ship exam, and ends with a tiny 
poem called ‘Red Boat’ about a 
boat in Cape Cod Bay. I have a 
cycle of poems inspired by read-
ing Basho’s *Narrow Road to 
the Deep North* in the Himala-
yas. As for the title poem, it’s  a 
kind of spiritual autobiography, 
evoking Allahabad where I was 
born. I le" at the age of three and 
only returned there a few years 
ago. !ere are several elegies in 
the book for friends and poets I 
admired. !ere is a long poem 
about becoming a mother, called 
‘Mother Windblown’. And there 
are several poems about that $rst 
ocean crossing we spoke about 
earlier. ☐

Meena Alexander is a professor 
of English at the CUNY Graduate 
Center. She is author of !e Shock 
of Arrival: Re"ections on Postcolo-
nial Experience and Poetics of Dis-
location, prose writings on trauma, 
migration and memory. Her most 
recent book of poetry is Birthplace 
with Buried Stones.
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Zadie Smith’s work is o"en 
located in the categories of 

the transnational, the multicul-
tural, and the postcolonial. Yet 
these labels fail to situate Smith 
within the landscape of metro-
politan London, a context essen-
tial to her identity as a writer. 
Now is the time to read Smith 
on her own terms, which means 
reading her both as a writer of 
northwest London, where she 
was born and raised, and of a 
second, $ctional birthplace she 
calls “Dream City”. 

In a 2008 talk entitled 
“Speaking in Tongues,” Smith 
introduced Dream City as a 
conceptual homeland for many 

of the characters across her 
four novels, characters whose 
identies, like Smith’s, are deeply 
grounded in London, but whose 
“complicated back stories, messy 
histories, multiple narratives,” 
make them too complex, too 
multiform for their surround-
ings. According to Smith, 
Dream City is “the kind of town 
where the wise man says ‘I’ cau-
tiously, because ‘I’ feels like too 
straight and singular a phoneme 
to represent the true multiplic-
ity of his experience. Instead, 
citizens of Dream City prefer to 
use the collective pronoun ‘we.”’ 
!is is “a place of many voices, 
where the uni$ed singular self is 
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an illusion,” where “everything 
is doubled, everything is vari-
ous.”1

Dream City calls to Smith’s 
own diverse hometown of 
Willesden in northwest London. 
What allows these communi-
ties of new Londoners to create 
their own complicated, colorful 
history is an imagined “we” in 
which a diversity of origins not 
only coexists, but also, crucially, 
makes the collective meaning-
ful. Yet Smith’s utopian vision 
rests on shaky foundations - in 
the lives of her characters and 
the worlds of her novels, the 
“we” of Dream City turns out 
to be unstable and faltering. In 
White Teeth, British national 
identity is under examination, 
a quandary still re%ected by the 
divisive rhetoric of David Cam-
eron, and the wider attitudes to-
wards immigrant communities 
that this rhetoric encompasses.2 
In NW, the neighborhood is 
plagued by an unstable sense of 
race and class identity, as public 
housing residents collide with 
their middle class neighbors. In 
response to these $ssures, the 
characters of Smith’s novels turn 
inward to the “I”, an attempt-
ed  act of self-identi$cation in 
the face of a insecure collective 
“we.” 

***

Smith’s work, which engages 
high-stakes political issues like 
multiculturalism, race and na-
tionality, calls to mind Benedict 
Anderson’s notion of the nation 
as an “imagined community.”3 
London is constantly being 
reshaped by political and liter-
ary $ctions, but it is also a real, 
changing place. A useful frame-
work for understanding this 
relationship between a place and 
the imagination of that place is 
to distinguish between cities and 
publics. A city is a geographical-
ly charted political and juridical 
entity; a public is a theoretical 
conception of a community. Mi-
chael Warner de$nes a public as 
a self-organized relation among 
strangers all mutually paying 
attention to the same texts or 
set of texts. !ese texts might be 
a set of pamphlets circulating 
among the same community, 
like those circulated by Islamic 
fundamentalist group KEVIN in 
White Teeth, or cultural texts, 
such as the reality television 
show which captures the atten-
tion of some characters in NW.4 
In any case, publics depend on 
discourse, which represents and 
actively shapes the community. 

Warner suggests that we be-
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come individual public subjects 
as members of a wider public. 
Our “self-relation” is a#ected 
by the wider public in which 
we participate. But a city is not 
necessarily a public: Warner 
draws the distinction that “A 
nation [or, in this case, a city]…
includes its members whether 
they are awake or asleep, sober 
or drunk, sane or deranged, 
alert or comatose,” whereas “a 
public exists only by virtue of 
address,” and therefore “must 
predicate some degree of atten-
tion, however notional, from 
its members.”5 !is hits on the 
major problem of the city for 
Smith’s characters. !ere is no 
one newspaper or even one sin-
gle polis-center around which 
civil society can operate; there 
is no single set of texts around 
which a modern nation or city 
can de$ne itself. Nations, today, 
include many smaller publics: in 
Smith’s London, publics are con-
stantly forming around new sets 
of texts, new conversations that 
are peculiar to certain races or 
classes. Smith’s novels take place 
in a world where the nation is 
not yet obsolete, but is inhab-
ited by many of these smaller 
publics (some of which talk to 
each other and others which do 
not). Some form counterpublics, 

resisting the dominant sphere--
like the Islamic fundamentalist 
group in White Teeth--and 
others hang below public rec-
ognition--like the Internet sex 
sites in NW. Cities are decep-
tive: we think we know a place 
by its physical mappings, but 
the city’s identity is constantly 
being remade as people within 
it change and grow and leave. 
As its elements shi", the city too 
shi"s, re%ecting its component 
parts.

!e trouble with global 
cities like London, as James 
Holston and Arjun Appadurai 
explain in “Cities and Citizen-
ship”, is that the theoretical 
vocabularies we have for un-
derstanding multiplicities do 
not easily translate into real-life 
community formation. !e 
$ctions of London we perpet-
uate—of London as a transna-
tional city, a post-imperial land, 
a diasporic world—are, in the 
end, still $ctions. !e reality is 
that a “diaspora,” like Dream 
City, is not a place but a concept. 
While “Many are seeking alter-
natives in the post-, trans-, de-, 
re-, (and plain con) of current 
speculations about the future of 
the nation-state,” these concep-
tual categories are not enough to 
enfranchise the multiple identi-
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ties of the protagonists in White 
Teeth and NW.6 As Holston and 
Appadurai put it, “until trans-
nations attain more %esh and 
bone, cities may still be the most 
important sites in which we 
experience the crises of national 
membership and through which 
we may rethink citizenship”.7 
London thus has the burden 
of becoming a home to each of 
these imagined categories - the 
burden of being an instantiation 
of these $ctions.

***

Collectivity fails the second gen-
eration immigrant Millat Iqbal, 
the son of Samad in White 
Teeth. Millat’s disa#ection leads 
him to attend a book burning 
of Salman Rushdie’s novel !e 
Satanic Verses. Although he has 
not read the book, Millat reacts 
intuitively to public spectacle 
as it takes hold on the airwaves 
and television. !e reality that 
Millat has seen himself excluded 
from text-based publics means 
he presumes the book is an-
other disenfranchising text and 
as such feels no need to read 
it: “He knew that he, Millat...
had no face in this country, no 
voice in the country, until the 
week before last when suddenly 

people like Millat were on every 
channel and every radio and 
every newspaper and they were 
angry, and Millat recognized 
the anger, thought it recognized 
him, and grabbed it with both 
hands”.8 Millat latches onto one 
thing: “‘So: there’s a fucking 
spiritual war going on—that’s 
fucking crazy! About time—we 
need to make our mark in this 
bloody country’”.9 With a dearth 
of people like himself occupying 
prominent places within the 
British media, when he $nally 
does see other “Pakis” on the 
television yelling, he aligns with 
them.

!e irony of Millat’s anger is 
that such a moment of recogni-
tion might have happened had 
Millat read the novel. Yet while 
Rushdie is arguably a voice 
representing people like Millat, 
trapped between nations, Millat 
is disenfranchised from the 
growing global literary public 
that Rushdie represents. As a 
result, Millat aligns himself with 
another public, the members 
of the fundamentalist group 
KEVIN (Keepers of the Eter-
nally Victorious Islam Nation) 
with whom he burns the book. 
!ey are paying attention not 
to the text of !e Satanic Verses 
itself but to the media cover-
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age it commands. Smith draws 
our attention to a larger irony 
of text-created identities: we 
depend on some texts for sin-
gularity of meaning, for some-
thing like Truth, and we burn 
or condemn or just do not pay 
attention to others—the ones 
that might even hold the right 
answers for us. 

In another neat demonstra-
tion of this irony, while Millat is 
burning !e Satanic Verses, his 
parents, Samad and Alsana, are 
in an argument at home. When 
Samad tells Alsana to act like a 
Bengali, she in response pulls 
out the Reader’s Digest Ency-
clopedia and reads out a brief 
de$nition of “Bengali.” When he 
is unhappy with the de$nition, 
she asks him if he wants to burn 
that, too. !is mockery of iden-
tities made out of text ironizes 
Millat’s sentiments of exclusion: 
if it is absurd for Samad to look 
up “Bengali” in an encyclopedia, 
it is equally absurd for Millat to 
feel that his identity depends on 
text. 

In White Teeth, several 
sub-communities form around 
lea%ets, noticeably like the polit-
ical pamphlets which Anderson 
observes were responsible for 
much of early British political 
identity.10 Smith, surely aware 

of this, reappropriates this 
mechanism for creating national 
identity in a noticeably anachro-
nistic form. !e novel includes 
a Jamaican-immigrant Jehovah’s 
Witness family, an animal-rights 
activist group, and the Islamic 
extremist group KEVIN, all of 
which publicly self-identify and 
publicize by way of lea%ets.

While Jehovah’s Witness-
es distribute the word of their 
community door-to-door, 
hand-to-hand, and while the 
animal-rights group tries to 
convert new followers, KEVIN 
does the opposite - their goal is 
to preserve a sub-community of 
male Muslim contemporaries, 
interested not in integration but 
in destabilizing the dominant 
public sphere. Hifan, one of the 
Brothers, singles out Millat on 
the school playground as a pow-
tential recruit. He tells Millat:

!ere is a hadith from the 
Bukhari...!e best people of 
my community are my con-
temporaries and support-
ers. You are my contempo-
rary, Millat, I pray you will 
also become my supporter; 
there is a war going on, 
Millat, a war.11 

Hifan speaks to Millat through 
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insular, citational dialogue, 
creating an internal discourse 
between him and Millat as equal 
Muslim men and “contemporar-
ies,” members of one “commu-
nity.” In this way, as the Brothers 
of KEVIN attempt to disperse 
the word of the Qur’an, they 
burrow themselves deeper into a 
niche within the already segre-
gated South Asian immigrant 
community of London, and 
thereby foreclose any possibility 
of a wider public.

Millat’s interest is sparked 
by “lea%ets called things like 
!e Big American Devil: How 
the United States Ma$a Rules 
the World or Science Versus 
the Creator: no Contest” but 
when the Brothers attempt to 
get Millat interested in lea%ets 
about sexual politics or women’s 
issues, he withdraws, and when 
he does try to publicize KEVIN 
using these texts, he fails. Millat 
approaches an Indian woman 
in a café and “started giving 
her the back page of !e Right 
to Bare [a pamphlet] pretty 
much verbatim…!at’s what 
we think,’ he said, uncertain if 
that was what he thought. ‘!at’s 
our opinion.’”12 Millat’s choice 
of pronouns is telling: unable 
to produce an original thought 
or phrasing of the lea%et on his 

own, he falls into the comfort of 
a “we”—the knowledge that he 
now holds some shared identity 
with KEVIN, which necessari-
ly means he shares the group’s 
views. 

But Millat is unsuccess-
ful:“‘Oh, darling,’ she mur-
mured…‘If I give you money, 
will you go away?’”13 A"er this 
failure, Millat $nds himself 
alone on the streets of London, 
further alienated by the lea%ets 
meant to create a community. 
Millat retreats deeper into the 
KEVIN community, falling onto 
the comfort of a shared “we.”  
Yet while Millat may have the 
help of KEVIN, a “we” to belong 
to, that “we” is inauthentic to 
him. Smith draws our attention 
to the disenfranchising potential 
that these seemingly founda-
tional modes of citizenship hold 
and suggests that membership 
in a community in the modern 
age is darker, more complicated, 
more full of colliding counter-
publics. And the stakes are high: 
the texts that fail Millat lead him 
down a path toward extremism 
and violence. Smith points us 
toward a controversial claim: 
that the texts around which we 
form our identities, commu-
nities, publics, nations, are not 
only %imsier than we would 
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wish, but their unreliability also 
makes them dangerous. A world 
where individuals feel them-
selves without an identity is a 
world where cities are sites of 
territory-staking violence.

***

White Teeth and NW are pre-
occupied with similarly fragile 
collectivites. But NW, rather 
than being preoccupied with the 
question of a coherent national 
identity, asks a microcosmic 
question: what is one’s local, 
community identity? And what 
happens to the local in an age 
of technology and globaliza-
tion, when neighbors might 
identify more strongly with an 
organization like KEVIN than 
with northwest London, or with 
an Internet-based community 
more than Willesden Green? In 
answering these questions, NW 
makes a similar move as White 
Teeth, turning once more to the 
“I” in the face of a collapsing 
“we”. !is “I” turns out, once 
more, to be unsatisfying. 

!e unstable sense of 
collectivity in NW—and the 
attempt to hold it together—is 
demonstrated clearly when 
Natalie Blake becomes in-
volved in a brief altercation on 

a playground. Shortly before 
this episode, Natalie wishes to 
be “intimately involved” with 
strangers instead of walking 
silently past other people - this 
desire, however, is turned on its 
head when her involvement re-
sults in unpleasant consequenc-
es. At a playground with her 
child, Natalie and a few other 
women gang up on a white teen-
ager and his girlfriend because 
the boy is smoking a cigarette. 
An old white lady, angry about 
the boy’s smoking, declares: “I’m 
going to give them all a piece of 
my mind…!ey’re all o# that 
bloody estate”. Natalie and a 
“formidable-looking Rasta in a 
giant Zulu hat” join in asking 
him to put out the cigarette—a 
veritable multicultural task-
force protecting the local public 
grounds.14 !e playground 
can be read as a microcosm of 
generational, class, and racial 
diversity—the perfect place to 
see the various elements of the 
NW neighborhood to converge. 
Together, this diverse band of 
women share causes of mother-
hood and a desire for safety in 
the shared public space. 

!e boy responds: “I don’t 
do like you lot do round here. 
!is ain’t my manor. We don’t 
do like you do here. In Queen’s 
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Park. You can’t really chat to me. 
I’m Hackney, so”. As an argu-
ment erupts, the Rasta woman 
yells, 

“I’m not Queen’s Park, 
love, I’m HARLESDEN. 
Why would you talk about 
yourself in that way? Why 
would you talk about your 
area that way? Oh you just 
pissed me o#, boy. I’m from 
Harlesden—certi$ed youth 
worker. Twenty years. I am 
ashamed of you right now. 
You’re the reason why we’re 
where we are right now. 
Shame. Shame!”15 

!e nebulous “we” of the wom-
an’s statement is not race-based 
- it’s related in part to class and 
in part to geography. She de-
$nes the two against the aSuent 
“Queen’s Park” stereotype (the 
playground is in Queen’s Park): 
even if the two are from oppo-
site ends of London, Hackney 
and Harlesden, according to 
her they have a class interest in 
common. !e rasta woman’s use 
of the collective pronoun “we” 
points to her imagined collec-
tivity of a shared neighborhood, 
society and public. Her “we,” 
though, is an indistinct category 
which includes people, like the 

boy, who de$ne their commu-
nities along di#erent lines: “I’m 
Hackney.” !is is not a “we” 
discursively created out of ra-
tional public discourse, text, or 
lea%ets: the scene, in fact, makes 
a mockery of the notion of 
discourse as a productive social 
force.

!e Rasta and Natalie seek 
a common dialogue around 
which to engage the boy, and 
they attempt to invoke shared 
ideals, to call on their member-
ship in the same community. 
But up close, their “we” shatters. 
Natalie, who is not explicitly 
included in the conversation, 
jumps in to try to bridge it: “Just 
put it out, man. Said Natalie. 
She had not ended a sentence 
in ‘man’ for quite some time”.16 
!e Rasta woman, too, slips into 
the local patois: “I was willing to 
chat with you, right?...But you 
just lost me with that nonsense. 
Shame on you, brother”.17 
Natalie was once Keisha, her 
former name associated with 
her working-class background, 
and can add “man” to the end 
of her sentences, and the Rasta 
woman claims to be from the 
same kind of place as the teen-
agers and can speak like them. 
But an inauthenticity about 
the adults’ interaction with the 
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teenagers pervades the end of 
the scene. !e argument is insti-
gated by the fact of their shared 
public space, but this alone is 
not enough for Natalie and the 
Rasta to demand a communitar-
ian ideal from the teens: instead, 
they appeal on the basis of 
shared conceptual space, in the 
form of linguistic tropes. Public 
ethics in this instance require an 
additional imagined notion of 
a community, of a “we”, which 
none of the parties seem able to 
agree on.

Natalie, a"er having suc-
cessfully gotten the teenagers 
to back down, “accidentally 
locked eyes with Marcus—brief-
ly causing her to stutter—but 
soon she found a void above his 
right shoulder and addressed all 
further remarks to this vanish-
ing point.”18 Natalie, who pages 
ago just wanted to be "intimately 
involved” with people not pages 
ago, cannot even maintain a 
brief moment of eye contact 
with this boy: not only does 
their shared conceptual com-
munity fail, the two cannot even 
inhabit the same space. !e “we” 
which supposedly establishes a 
communitarian ideal— which 
inspires Natalie to be a public 
defender—breaks down in the 
face of the true population of 

the city. And while Natalie, 
whose career is predicated on 
buying into the notion of legally 
de$ned communities, lives her 
life by such imagination of a 
public, her stymied moment of 
triumph reveals Smith’s discom-
fort with the glue that holds 
publics together.

***

When Natalie and her friend 
Leah Hanwell suspect Nathan 
Bogle of murdering Felix, an-
other character, the two women 
turn to the law to report him, 
placing a phone call to the 
police, in the trust that he will 
be brought to justice. !is turn 
to the state at the end of NW 
marks a trust not only in the 
authority of the police but also 
in the larger system, which has 
allowed Natalie to succeed Felix 
to die and Shar, the two women’s 
school contemporary, to fail.
!eir exchange just before they 
call the police is telling. Leah 
asks Natalie,

“Why...not us? Why that 
poor bastard on Albert 
Road. It doesn’t make sense 
to me.” Natalie responds: 
“Because we worked hard-
er,” she said, laying her head 
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on the back of the bench to 
consider the wide-open sky. 
“We were smarter and we 
knew we didn’t want to end 
up begging on other peo-
ple’s doorsteps. We want-
ed to get out. People like 
Bogle—they didn’t want it 
enough…!is is one of the 
things you learn in a court-
room: people generally get 
what they deserve.”19 

Natalie is the more power-
ful, privileged member of the 
conversation, and it shows; she 
pushes her logic of self-de$-
nition onto Leah, who is less 
privileged, and less convinced. 
For Natalie at the end, the sky 
seems “wide-open”  - the way 
she sees it, they are not fenced 
in, not trapped. Of course, Na-
talie has the privilege of seeing 
the sky; her money a#ords her 
more freedom than Leah, who is 
described in the book’s opening 
as “in a hammock, in the garden 
of a basement %at. Fenced in, 
on all sides. Four gardens along, 
in the estate.”20 !e logic which 
allows Natalie to trust that her 
life is justi$ed is the rhetoric 
of meritocracy propagated by 
the British New Labour policy, 
especially as it applies to hous-
ing—the sense that the people 

who live in homes and gardens 
and have children are the ones 
who seek the views of open 
blue sky, rather than sit in the 
fenced-in homes of the trapped 
poor.

Natalie talks herself into 
believing that in her life, as in 
the courtroom, “people general-
ly get what they deserve.” With 
that trust in authority, the two 
women turn to the law to report 
Nathan Bogle. However, Smith 
does not endorse this view: Felix 
is not so easily dismissed as “the 
poor bastard” who had it com-
ing; he was on his way out, just 
like Natalie. 

While Natalie’s logic is not 
Smith’s, NW sets forth Natalie’s 
notion as the kind upon which 
publics depend to hold them-
selves together. It is how Natalie 
can handle living in the same 
space as strangers whose expe-
riences are so far o# from her 
own. It is the logic of a mixed 
community like NW, where the 
experiment of melding a public 
together out of such wide strat-
i$cations has not been entirely 
successful. Natalie’s jaunt out 
into the dark, forbidden streets 
of NW; her brief %irtation of 
walking in an unknown part of 
the neighborhood, unprotected, 
like a native; even her use of her 
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own former name, Keisha, as an 
online pseudonym (KeishaNW), 
are all attempts to bridge her 
roots with her present, her 
neighborhood’s surroundings 
with her upwardly bound mid-
dle-class existence. But in the 
end, these each pass, and Natalie 
falls back on the logic that tells 
her to trust in the private life she 
has built for herself.

!e last twist comes when 
Natalie, as she phones the 
authorities to report Bogle, 
chooses to speak in her Keis-
ha-voice. Natalie is a barrister, 
which means she could use 
her position as part of the legal 
system to enforce the law. But 
she adopts the speech of her 
former working-class self to 
make the call. Rather than 
informing the state as a member 
of it, from within the system as 
a public defender, she chooses 
to inform from the bottom up, 
as a member of the wider public 
citizenry. She does so trusting 
in the divisions that make the 
system, rather than trusting in 
glue that holds a “we” together. 
It is an even greater submission 
to the state that Natalie informs 
as Keisha--as her “blacker” self, 
in the voice that she used when 
she lived on the estate. Rather 
than using her position as a 

cultivated barrister and enforc-
er of the law, as upper-middle 
class Natalie, she chooses to 
speak as a member of the public 
on which the state will exert its 
regulatory power, as lower-class, 
estate-dwelling Keisha. !e 
moment manifests a Hobbesian 
logic, implying that the only way 
to hold together a public is by 
trusting the civic authority that 
shapes it, which its members 
submit to, to which its members 
must turn. !e public at the 
end of NW is no rational public 
citizenry held together around 
the circulation of text and dis-
course.

***

Smith’s novels give us a pic-
ture of a British collective that 
is unstable, unsatisfying and 
disenfranchising, and where the 
turn inward —the attempt to 
self-de$ne—does not ease the 
di'culties of living in the city. 
White Teeth initially places trust 
in the possibility of a coherent 
“we”, whether generated by 
sub-communities or intellectual 
counterpublics, but Smith uses 
absurdism to deconstruct the 
components of our collectivities, 
slowly withdrawing her - and 
our - trust from community at 
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large. !e members of KEVIN, 
having decided on the public 
spectacle of reading Sura 52 at 
a press conference as an act of 
protest, end up in a debate about 
which translation to use. When 
Millat “walked into the Kil-
burn Hall of an evening he had 
only to squint to mistake this 
talkative circle of chairs, these 
supposed fanatic fundamental-
ists, for an editorial meeting at 
the London Review of Books.”21 
In their attempt to subvert 
the discourse of the dominant 
public sphere, KEVIN ends up 
creating its own intellectual 
subculture, thus emulating one 
of the characteristic formations 
of the wider public discourse: 
the bourgeois intellectual. When 
texts fail to constitute a coherent 
identity for a subcommunity’s 
members (here, KEVIN), the 
novel resorts to satire, imparting 
a nihilistic message that sco#s 
at any attempt to situate one-
self meaningfully in a coherent 
identity. 

While absurdism allows 
White Teeth to shy away, the 
stark realist style of NW’s means 
the issue of how to navigate 
the perilous terrain of “I” and 
“we” cannot be avoided. NW is 
a departure from White Teeth’s 
hysterical realism, as Wood calls 

it.22 Instead of enormous plots, 
Smith employs the close-lens 
realism she described in Joseph 
O’Neill’s Netherland, a world 
where “only one’s own subjectiv-
ity is really authentic...the world 
is covered in language.”23 In the 
sections following Natalie and 
Leah’s perspectives, Smith’s style 
so immerses us in their subjec-
tivities that the only meaning is 
found in tiny moments. NW has 
brought us too close to the lives 
of these people to just zoom out. 
!is means that at the end of the 
novel, we need an answer: can 
Natalie be happy?

Natalie’s attempts to control 
her own self-de$nition ultimate-
ly bring her back to the collec-
tivity she endeavors to de$ne 
herself against. She streamlines 
her identity, abandoning her 
former name, Keisha, which 
she $nds distasteful; yet despite 
these endeavors, she continues 
paying 10 percent of her income 
to her family, chooses public 
defense over private litigation, 
and insists on moving back to 
the neighborhood where she 
grew up. What appear to be her 
most personal choices are tied 
to her original community - she 
cannot escape the ‘we.’ In the 
end, her attempt to self-de$ne, 
to be her own sole author, is no 
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more successful than KEVIN is 
for Millat. 

What is striking, however, 
is that NW does not criticize the 
failure of the “we” from the per-
spective of the disenfranchised. 
Felix, the “poor bastard” who is 
murdered, is marginalized; so, 
too, is Nathan Bogle, the alleged 
murderer. But they play relative-
ly minor roles; instead, we are 
largely privy to the tribulations 
of Natalie and Leah, the ones 
who should easily integrate into 
the “we” of wider British society. 
If White Teeth examines the 
failure of the public sphere for 
the obviously marginalized, NW 
depicts its failure even for those 
who should be enfranchised by 
it.

!e utopian multiplicity of 
Dream City is no more than a 
dream. Smith’s account of the 
multiple voices in Dream City 
$nds an interesting parallel in 
Natalie’s use of her Keisha voice. 
Smith says in the article, “be-
tween those two voices there 
exists no contradiction and no 
equivocation but rather a proper 
and decent human harmony.”24 
Yet Natalie’s experience would 
seem to indicate that there is 
con%ict between her two voices, 
Natalie and Keisha. Smith adds 
that someone “from Dream 

City,” with these multiple voices, 
should not “mistake the happy 
accident of his own cultural 
sensibilities for a set of natural 
laws, suitable for general ap-
plication.”25 !is is, however, 
exactly what Natalie does when 
she uses her own experience to 
justify faith in the system at the 
end of NW. While her speech 
might seem to redeem the “we” 
that has faltered throughout the 
entire novel, in re-endorsing 
the collective, she also justi$es 
its divisions and strati$cations, 
and positions herself on top. 
Her faith in multiplicity masks a 
conservative reality.

Natalie’s logic is not so far 
o# from something Smith her-
self has said. She wrote that she 
has the British state to thank for 
her success: “I retain a particular 
naivety concerning the British 
state, which must seem comical 
to many people...the state edu-
cated me, $xed my leg when it 
was broken, and gave me a grant 
that enabled me to go to univer-
sity. It $xed my teeth (a bit) and 
found housing for my veteran 
father in his dotage… To steal 
another writer’s title: England 
made me. It has never been hard 
for me to pay my taxes because 
I understand it to be the repay-
ing of a large, in fact, an almost 
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incalculable, debt.”26 With this 
in mind, it is easy to see why 
NW portrays a collective held 
together not by idealistic energy 
but by conservative trust in the 
system.

!e optimistic ‘we’ of 
Dream City is not attainable for 
Smith’s characters. Natalie ide-
alistically attempts to engage the 
subcommunities of her locale, 
but instead falls into the com-
fort of the atomized relationship 
characteristic of modernism: 
the citizen viz-a-viz the state. 
Although such a relationship 
yields neither a real communi-
tarian sensibility nor the tran-
scendental “we” Smith refers to, 
it does yield a certain comfort, 
albeit a mechanistic one, that 
“people generally get what they 
deserve.” For people like Natalie 
- and Smith herself - who are 
bene$ciaries of New Labour’s 
supposed meritocracy, it proves 
easier to trust in the idea of an 
exceptional individual than a 
system which is inhospitable 
to communal ideals. !is logic 
ultimately resists the spirit of 
Dream City—it elevates the “I” 
instead of embracing the wider 
“we”. ☐

Sanjena Sathian graduated from 
Yale University in 2013 with a ma-
jor in English. !e above is excerpt-

ed from a longer essay which won 
the John Hubbard Curtis Prize in 
English at Yale University.
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You grew up in Doha [Qatar] 
and you moved to Lahore [Pa-
kistan] at a later age. How did 
it a%ect the way you perceive the 
world, or the way that you write 
about South Asia today?

People have a notion, not pre-
cisely of cosmopolitanism, but of 
globalization: they think people 
are more networked now or that 
they’re more global. From !e 
New York Times Travel Section 
perspective, it is a rather roman-
tic and luxurious proposition, 
to be able to go from London to 
New York to Seoul.

I grew up in Doha because 
the actual face of globalization is 

the movement of large amounts 
of labor from places with the 
capacity to produce labor to 
those with economies asking 
for cheap, renewable sources of 
human capital. In the mid-’60s, 
the United States was building 
large air force bases in Saudi 
Arabia and other principalities 
– Doha, Kuwait, Bahrain - tied 
to the presence of multinational 
oil companies. To manage this, 
there were statewide initiatives 
both from the subcontinent and 
Southeast Asia towards the Gulf 
States. !is was the $rst massive 
transfer of passports; it was ex-
tremely hard to get a passport 
before the early ‘70s.
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I grew up in Doha as a mi-
grant laborer’s child, a migrant 
laborer who had little to no civic 
rights and no political rights. I 
was a child on the liminal edg-
es of a society that, as a general 
rule, had no space for the mi-
grant himself or herself or their 
children. We had no schools, no 
playgrounds, not even a newspa-
per.

!e relationship between 
the migrant laborer and the state 
is one of pure exploitation. I saw 
my father face racism, horri$c 
abuse. I experienced that too, be-
cause if there’s pervasive racism, 
the belief that one race is supe-
rior - biologically, genetically, or 
intellectually, and hence can en-
slave or manage another group 
of people - the children will ex-
perience that.

I was born in Lahore, I spent 
the $rst few years of my life there 
before we moved to Doha, and 
at home we spoke, among oth-
er languages, Urdu. You’d think 
that in returning to Pakistan in 
the 8th grade, I would now be on 
the inside, rather than the out-
side. But because I hadn’t been 
in school there, because I wasn’t 
part of the everyday culture, I 
was still liminal. My Urdu wasn’t 
as good as my Arabic, I didn’t 
know how to play cricket. I was 

not functionally a teenager. It 
took me a while to integrate my-
self.

When I le" for the United 
States I was very young, only 
eighteen years old. Again, the 
migrant, student or worker, who 
comes to the United States has a 
very liminal position. When you 
look at a campus like Columbia, 
and see many international stu-
dents or TAs or professors, what 
you’re seeing is a false positive. 
Legally speaking, you are only as 
good as your visa status: as long 
as you are current in your visa, as 
long as you don’t do anything, or 
don’t have an accident happen to 
you. Like many, I didn’t have any 
relatives and I didn’t know any-
one. An international student is 
in a very liminal position to the 
majority.

!ese were my formative 
experiences - being at the edge, 
trying to $gure out what my re-
lationship was to the dominant 
political or social context. Part 
of my scholarship sees time, 
temporality, or ruptures and 
continuities as historiographic 
paradigms, rather than histor-
ic realities. If you look at these 
paradigms from a perspective of 
liminality or structural inequal-
ity, then things that may appear 
as continuities appear as rup-
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tures, and those that appear as 
ruptures appear as a conjoining 
of di#erent things. I think that 
that is one way in which my per-
sonal biography and my scholar-
ship are linked.
 
Do you think that the kind of 
cosmopolitanism conceived by 
Kant – where reason is the sole 
measure of equality – is achiev-
able or coherent in the world 
that you have experienced?
 
Kant has a speci$c idea of what 
he calls the citizen of the world. 
In his essay Perpetual Peace, he 
argues that reason provides uni-
versal rights and responsibilities 
that unify people across state or 
linguistic di#erences: a universal 
citizenship. But what I remem-
ber from the essay is not Kant’s 
universalism – what I remember 
from that essay is that it’s damn 
racist. His discussion of the Es-
kimo, his discussion of the Bed-
ouin, and his discussion of India  
– it’s horribly uninformed. Kant 
and Hegel rely upon a concep-
tion of “the universal” based on a 
speci$c degenerative Orientalist 
notion of the world.

Having said that, can we still 
say that the notion of a citizen 
of the world is a viable one? To 
me, Kantian cosmopolitanism 

rings rather hollow. It rings as 
an ideal-type that is the privilege 
of only the very few. To disavow 
your state, to say, “I’m a citizen of 
the world”, is not a privilege that 
is universal by any means. 

!e only people who have 
disavowed a state in our contem-
porary world are the refugees, 
the asylum seekers, the migrant 
laborers, and the enemy combat-
ants. My understanding of the 
cosmopolitan is starkly di#er-
ent; it is a cosmopolitanism of 
people who are in Guantanamo, 
who have been disallowed repre-
sentation under a state because 
they have not been given any ba-
sic humanity. Someone with an 
American passport, who doesn’t 
need a visa to travel and can get 
on a plane because he or she can 
purchase a ticket, is not a cosmo-
politan. I have family in almost 
every continent of this world, 
and I travel to see them – that 
doesn’t make me cosmopolitan. 
!at mobility comes from ex-
treme privilege.!e asylum seek-
ers on Manus Island or the Iraqi 
or Pakistani citizen who is afraid 
of their life and limb - we don’t 
consider them as cosmopolitans. 
But they $t the de$nition. !ey 
don’t have a state: the state is re-
jecting them or they are rejecting 
the state. !ey are the citizens of 
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the world. Now let me ask you: 
where can they go? What are we 
doing to these people, right?

But what about modern concep-
tions of cosmopolitanism in the 
vein of Martha Nussbaum at the 
University of Chicago, who ar-
gues for a moral conception of 
citizenship that transcends na-
tional boundaries?
 
I think she’s trying to ask us to 
imagine the rights of those who, 
like the disabled or the animal, 
cannot articulate their rights as 

rights, and hence devise a mor-
al cosmopolitanism to protect 
those rights. I think that it is 
absolutely viable, and valuable, 
for us to imagine the Other as 
an empathetic being and grant 
them a set of rights that we then 
have the need, power and re-
sponsibility to protect and pro-
vide. !ere is nothing there pri-
ma facie that I would disagree 
with. I would simply say that the 
capacity to see the world from a 
di#erent perspective is the brunt 
of what she’s asking us to do. I 

think that’s precisely what, put-
ting aside someone like Martha 
Nussbaum, or Judith Butler, or a 
group of very, very, intellectual-
ly serious and coherent philos-
ophers, we as a political society 
cannot do. We cannot conceive 
of the world from a di#erent per-
spective. We can’t even conceive 
of a world with something rather 
obvious like gay rights, the right 
to associate with whomever you 
want. Nussbaum’s call for moral 
cosmopolitanism makes more 
sense than Kant, but its politics, 
not its morality, substantially 

hinders it.

Especially in light of your discus-
sion of migrant laborers, could 
one conceive of an economic cos-
mopolitanism?
 
!at was Marx and Engels’ cri-
tique, right? Capital requires 
global mobility. Capital will al-
ways expand, and as it expands, 
it will create markets and create 
need for a new vulnerable labor 
pool to exploit. Cosmopolitan-
ism re%ects modern capital. You 

What I remember from Kant’s essay
 is not his universalism - what 

I remember is that it’s damn racist.
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have a supply and labor chain 
from China to Bangladesh to In-
donesia. Capital will continue to 
expand - until it comes to a cri-
sis, of course, as hopefully it will. 

!e migrant laborer may 
travel from Kerala or Sindh to 
Doha or Abu Dhabi. But once 
they have that mobility via pass-
port, that mobility is immedi-
ately taken away from them. 
!eir passport is taken away, and 
they are immediately prisoners 
to their labor. Look at migrant 
populations in the United States. 
Once they cross the border, le-
gally or illegally, they are put into 
a system of exploitative labor in 
New York or Chicago or LA. 
Market cosmopolitanism, from 
the perspective of the laborer, is 
not mobile, even if it seems mo-
bile. If you look at the history of 
indentured labor, for example, 
the movement from India to the 
Caribbean or Africa to the Unit-
ed States, historians focus on the 
network – on the ships and the 
passage. But I think part of the 
story is of the immobility that 
comes as soon as they get to the 
destination. 

How can one take an idea or 
methodology out of its context 
and apply it to medieval South 
Asia? Is that a legitimate exer-

cise? Does that change the idea 
when you take it out of its con-
text and place it into another 
one?
 
Of course, if you were taking the 
idea then you would have to take 
the contextuality of the idea with 
it. But when I work on a medie-
val text, I’m trying to understand 
why it was written.  !at’s a 
very basic question, there’s noth-
ing inherently more grandiose 
than that. Unfortunately for my 
time period, my place, my site, 
I don’t have much to go from: I 
don’t have the biography of the 
author, I don’t have a lot of other 
things that were written around 
that context, I can’t build a pic-
ture of the world outside of the 
text. I just have the text. !e text 
is unstable. So how do I under-
stand it? I take a methodology 
because it allows me to have a 
conversation with a thing. !at’s 
why I take methodologies wher-
ever I may defensibly make a 
case for them. Obviously, some-
one else can say to me that I have 
not applied it correctly, or it is 
not applicable.

I don’t think there’s anything 
inherently apolitical. Everything 
we do is political and has a rela-
tionship to power. To take Fou-
cault or to not take Foucault are 
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both political acts. To take an 
idea to South Asia or to not take 
it to South Asia is political. !e 
question is where you are, how 
reactionary your politics are, 
how ethical they are. It’s about 
the ethics of reading. It’s about 
the ethics of doing historical re-
search.

For example, Derrida works 
within the Jewish hermeneuti-
cal tradition. !at Jewish her-
meneutical tradition has an ex-
tremely generative, symbiotic 
relationship with Muslim philos-
ophy and hermeneutics. On the 
one hand Derrida, the Algerian 
Frenchman, looks Western and 
on the other hand, he looks like 
a part of Islamic hermeneutical 
practices. So it depends on your 
politics, right?
 
Do the categories of “Hindu” 
and “Muslim” you examine in 
South Asia necessitate a binary 
relationship, where the two are 
always situated in opposition to 
one another?
 
Categories or classi$cation sys-
tems are historically situated. 
!ey come into being. !ey’re 
not, contra Kant, ideal con-
structs that we have always had 
and always will, existing outside 
of human understanding. !e 

Sanskritic word mleccha has 
existed since the 8th century to, 
more or less, now. People say 
that it is the word for “$lthy for-
eigner” or “impure Muslim”. We 
assume that the 8th century and 
19th century understandings of 
mleecha - not the word, but the 
understanding, what comes into 
your mind when you hear the 
word - are the same. We imag-
ine that we, as interpreters, can 
imagine the interpretative world 
in which the 8th century person 
said that word.

!e thing is, you would nev-
er say that if it wasn’t concerned 
with a concept. If I were to ask 
you to compare how you dry 
your hair or what you prepare 
for a meal with somebody from 
the 8th century, you would say 
that you could not imagine it. 
But you wouldn’t say that about 
a word or category over time, 
even though the category is just 
as generative and has as much 
historicity embedded in it.

As historians, or people who 
consume the past, we can never 
forget that historiography, his-
toricity, and fact live simulta-
neously. !e politics of fear and 
domination that depend on the 
categories of “Hindu” or “Mus-
lim” require stable de$nitions. 
!at’s why we have to destabilize 
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those categories. I’m trying to in-
sert $ssures and breaks in mean-
ing, because then the monolithic 
identity doesn’t seem so mono-
lithic anymore.

Just the very simple com-
mitment to rejecting categorical 
normativity leads us to a whole 
di#erent way of conceptualizing 
data. We can read an 8th centu-
ry plaque saying that a group of 
villagers dedicated a temple to a 
raja that kicked the ass of some 
mlecchas and we can interpret 
that in a very di#erent way if 
we are cognizant of the mean-

ing-making in that community.
 I think that leads to more 

productive ways of thinking 
about continuity. A word like 
mleccha can show us how a vil-
lage community tried to un-
derstand its relationship to the 
Other in di#erent ways, adver-
sarial or otherwise, over time. 
!is means that the village, like 
the Other, is not a static thing. 
We then have a critique of the 
Orientalist version of India as a 
static place, where everyone is a 

farmer and nothing changes. Of 
course everything changes, be-
cause everything is in constant 
conversation with something 
else.

Do you see continuities spanning 
the medieval period, colonial-
ism, and Partition operating in 
South Asia today?
 
I think there’s a lot of validity to 
the idea of ruptures in particular 
contexts. !e Industrial Revolu-
tion or the rise of capital or co-
lonialism in India - they created 

the idea that one can no longer 
access that which was before. !e 
American expansion wiped out 
a signi$cant number of human 
beings. To be a Native American 
on a reservation today is to have 
experienced a profound rupture, 
a profound break in history. Vi-
olence has the capacity to elimi-
nate histories. 

I would stress that there 
are some things that I can trace 
across the colonial and postco-
lonial period. I see continuities 

Obama is thinking about assassinating 
another US citizen. If that same guy were in 
Idaho, that conversation would not 
take place.  
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that explain how di#erence was 
understood and contested, in-
cluding by the colonial state. 
!e colonial state, too, becomes 
part of a longue durée history 
in this way. !e e#ort to create 
this longue durée history is to 
ask whether we can trace some-
thing over a long span of time, 
within which there were specif-
ic ruptures and violences - this 
is not an uncontestable position 
to hold. People can, and should, 
and do challenge me. As a good 
scholar, I then have to defend my 
position. !at’s what scholarship 
is.

Do you think that U.S. foreign 
policy has consolidated Paki-
stani identity in any way - na-
tional, regional, or ethnic? Is it 
constructed in opposition to or 
in reaction to U.S. foreign poli-
cy?

I think we must $rst realize that 
it is not U.S. foreign policy. Here, 
we should be cosmopolitan. We 
should say that the two states, 
the United States and Pakistan, 
have a policy. !is is a joint pol-
icy. !ey may di#er on certain 
details, but this is a policy that 
on both sides have certain basic 
conceptual overlaps. !ey both 
have a speci$c geography that is 

considered to be a space of ex-
ception. Within that space of ex-
ception, certain rights no longer 
hold. !e implementation of vi-
olence can be exceptional: if you 
kill someone there, it is not anal-
ogous to killing someone here. 

A report came out today 
[2.28.2014], that Obama and his 
advisors are thinking about as-
sassinating another United States 
citizen. !is guy is presumably a 
bad guy. It doesn’t really matter 
for our purposes. But if that same 
guy was sitting in Manhattan, or 
Idaho, then that conversation 
would not take place, because 
those spaces are not in a space 
of exception. Whatever else we 
may do to capture him, or kill 
him, he won’t have this type of 
exception. !ere’s a relationship 
between space and the politics. 
And space is created: there’s no 
geologically determined reason 
for these policies. In this partic-
ular construction, then, it is not 
just the United States alone; it 
is the United States and the Pa-
kistani state. !e Pakistani state 
is droning and/or using military 
strikes on the same population.

!e question is, if that’s a 
policy and that’s a space that 
contains individuals, does that 
create an identity for them? I 
don’t know about that. What I’m 
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interested in is what the world 
looks like if you are [as good as] 
dead. How do you see geogra-
phy if you are an individual in a 
space of exception? What kinds 
of identi$able characteristics do 
you take on to understand your 
world and speak from that per-
spective? !at’s what I’m inter-
ested in.  

Your question is a valid 
question - perhaps these poli-
cies create identities, perhaps 
they don’t. But I haven’t really 
paid much attention to that part 
of the question. Right now, I’m 
writing something with Madi-
ha Tahir, a journalist who has 
worked with drone survivors. 
We’re trying to think through 
this question of how testimony 
can create a worldview through 
narrative. Because as I described 
to you, this space of exception is 
brought into being as a political 
and legal entity through a nar-
rative. !rough a legal narrative, 
through a moral narrative in the 
case of Obama, perhaps a narra-
tive of vengeance or righteous-
ness in the case of American 
politics in general. We are inter-
ested in what the testimony and 
its narrative looks like from that 
space of exception.

What continuity do you see be-

tween colonial behavior and 
American behavior in South 
Asia? Do you consider the U.S. 
to be a neo-imperial power?

I mean, I don’t know what a 
“new” imperial would be.
 
Would you consider the U.S. to 
be an imperial power?

Of course. I don’t think that’s 
a non-mainstream question. I 
think that people on the Right 
conceive of a capacity to gov-
ern and manage the world. !ey 
don’t call it imperialism; they call 
it manifest destiny. !ere’s never 
been a time in United States his-
tory, as an expansionist power, 
that I can say would necessitate 
the “neo” in its imperialism.

But I also don’t conceive of 
the United States as an imperi-
al hegemon simply outside of 
its borders. We must always be 
local. Look at what’s happening 
on reservations, what’s happen-
ing with immigration rights, or 
what’s happening with anyone 
who identi$es as outside of sex-
ually or politically normative be-
havior. Look at the way in which 
the African-American popu-
lation is classi$ed, routinized, 
incarcerated, and made to $t a 
bio-politics of exceptionalism. 
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!at is also imperial domina-
tion. It’s domination of a people 
who cannot resist or voice their 
claim of equality. 

What the United States does 
abroad and what it does within 
are intimately linked. A politi-
cian can sign o# on universal 
surveillance abroad on foreign 
nationals because they have that 
same philosophy when it comes 
to their own so-called citizens’ 
rights and their understanding 
of policing internally. Five min-
utes before Snowden, we found 
out that the New York Police 
Department was surveilling mi-
grant Pakistanis and Arab Mus-
lims. !ese are presumptively 
all citizens, who are legally here 
and have the rights of free asso-
ciation, free speech, the right to 
pray and do whatever the hell 
they want to do. But they weren’t 
conceived of as “us.” Only when 
Snowden comes and says the 
NSA has been massively sucking 
up data did it become an outrage. 

You conceive of imperial 
practices as propping up a dicta-
tor in Afghanistan or supporting 
a coup in Central America or as-
sassinating a prime minister in 
Iran. At the exact same time in 
’53 that the CIA was doing some-
thing abroad, what was happen-
ing in New York? !en you start 

to see the picture. !e capacity 
to target Huey [Long] or Mal-
colm X or Martin Luther King is 
the same capacity to target out-
side. !e capacity to engineer 
a regime elsewhere is the same 
capacity used to bust unions in 
this country. !ey’re not sepa-
rate capacities; we don’t have to 
$gure out the murky politics of 
the Orient to have a grasp on 
how things are happening in our 
name with our taxpayer mon-
ey and with our political will. 
We just have to pay attention to 
what’s going on here. ☐
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professor in the department of 
History at Columbia University. He 
specializes in the medieval history 
of Islam in South Asia and the re-
lationship between text, space and 
narrative. His most recent book is 
entitled Where the Wild Frontiers 
Are: Pakistan and the American 
Imagination.
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